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SUGARLOAF STATE FOREST 

Compartments 380, 381 & 382 
Dailan Pugh and Joe Sparks, November 2016 

The Forestry Corporation has been logging compartments 380, 381 and 382 of Sugarloaf State 
Forest, adjoining the Mount Pikapene National Park. To date they have logged compartment 380 
and part of 381. Dailan Pugh and Joe Sparks inspected logged areas on the 19 and 20 of October 
to assess performance to date. At that stage compartment 380 and part of 381 had been logged, 
with logging apparently ceasing for the time being as machinery was being removed while they 
were there. Only part of the logged area was sampled but numerous licence breaches were found. 

 
Sugarloaf State Forest is located on the southern slopes of Mt. Pikapene in the upper Clarence 
River valley in north-east NSW. 

In this case we found systematic abuse of hollow-bearing, recruitment and Yellow-bellied Glider 
feed trees, ongoing refusal to select appropriate recruitment trees, ongoing refusal to thoroughly 
search for Koala scats and identify Koala High Use Areas, ongoing refusal to identify and protect 
Endangered Lowland Rainforest, frequent incursions into exclusion areas and ongoing abuse of 
operational zones around stream buffers.  

It is of concern that types of breaches we have identified for years, time and time again, are still 
occurring with alarming regularity and significant environmental costs.  

The poor selection of hollow-bearing and recruitment habitat trees, and frequent damage to them, 
are widespread and common problems. It is sad to see old hollow-bearing trees, many hundreds of 
years old but in robust health, over 40m tall and a metre diameter, so recklessly and needlessly 
damaged. 
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The Forestry Corporation have no intent to rectify the poor selection of recruitment trees because 
the trees they are meant to retain are the best sawlogs left. NEFA have identified this as a 
significant problem in every audit we undertake. The inadequate selection of recruitment trees is 
one of the most frequent breaches that the EPA now identify. Though they only assessed a total of 
35 recruitment trees after logging in the UNE in 2014/15, a small fraction of those we assessed in 
this one area. The reason why this abuse is ongoing and widespread is because the EPA ignored it 
for years, and since making it a compliance priority all that they ever do is say "tut tut", at best 
requiring yet another meaningless 'action plan'. The EPA refuse to take meaningful action to enforce 
compliance. 

The frequent damage to retained hollow-bearing, recruitment and feed trees, along with the frequent 
incursions into exclusion zones, is primarily due to recklessness and carelessness. The rush by 
contractors to maximise returns by taking as many trees as possible as quickly as possible, coupled 
with a disregard of the reasons to minimise damage and a lack of consequences, results in a 
careless attitude to damaging retained trees and ecosystems. The future productivity and habitat 
values of our forests are being severely compromised as a consequence of this senseless 
environmental vandalism. 

 

The ongoing refusal to identify and protect the Endangered Ecological Community Lowland 
Rainforest seems to be primarily due to a long held contempt on behalf of the Forestry Corporation 
for identifying and protecting rainforest on ecological criteria. This has been facilitated by the EPA's 
own lack of ability and will to identify Lowland Rainforest. 

The ongoing refusal to thoroughly search for Koala scats, which is the only means of identifying and 
protecting Koala High Use Areas, is widespread and common. The Forestry Corporation refuse to 
undertake the required searches because they are time consuming to implement. None of the 
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EPA's token audits in 2014/15 in the UNE, in which a grand total of 21 trees were assessed for 
searching, found any evidence of anybody searching for Koala scats, though the EPA refused to 
take any action on the grounds that their extremely token audits weren't thorough enough. The 
Forestry Corporation consider the searching requirements too onerous and the EPA can't be 
bothered auditing and enforcing this requirement despite the impact on Koalas. 

Roading within operational zones adjacent to stream buffers was widespread, significantly 
increasing the likelihood of stream pollution. It is one of those breaches that the Forestry 
Corporation can just get away with because in most operations there is no-one to enforce the 
Environment Protection Licence except for themselves, and because of Fisheries NSW's extreme 
reluctance to either audit or enforce the Fisheries Licence. 

There were two cases that are particularly disturbing. In one a forester had intentionally marked a 
stream buffer in the wrong place to enable construction of a snig-track through what should have 
been an exclusion area.  In the other a forester had wrongly identified a hollow-bearing tree for 
logging, it was felled onto a marked hollow-bearing tree, then rather than cleaning up the mess a 
forester wrongly cancelled its designation as a hollow-bearing tree and then wrongly marked 
another in an exclusion zone as its replacement. 

LEGAL FINDINGS 

TSL - Threatened Species Licence, EPL - Environment Protection Licence, FL - Fisheries Licence. 

NATIONAL RAINFOREST RECOVERY PLAN (Section 1) 

The area investigated is within an area mapped as a Conserve Priority and Repair Priority precinct 
under the State/Commonwealth multi-species recovery plan Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity 
Management Plan though this has been ignored in the planning for these logging operations, along 
with requirements relating to buffering rainforest, protecting hollow-bearing and recruitment trees, 
and identifying and rehabilitating areas affected by lantana invasion and Bell Miner Associated 
Dieback. 

ENDANGERED LOWLAND RAINFOREST (Section 2.1) 

The Forestry Corporation has once again failed to identify the presence of the Endangered 
Ecological Community 'Lowland Rainforest in the NSW North Coast and Sydney Basin Bioregions', 
and recklessly caused extensive damage to the margins of two stands (breaches Clauses 118A and 
118D of the National Parks & Wildlife Act), while compounding impacts by creating distinct edges 
around the rainforest in contravention of the Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management 
Plan.  

Trees were found to have been felled across mapped and marked rainforest boundaries at 4 
locations (breaches Threatened Species Licence 5.4 (a) and (c)). The frequency of breaches along 
such a short boundary displays a reckless disregard for rainforest protection. 

STREAMS (Section 2.2) 

Four cases were documented of trees being felled across protection/buffer zones and into filter 
strips/exclusion zones (contravenes EPLSch. 4, 18 and Fisheries Licence 7.4.e). 

Four cases were identified where snig tracks were constructed in protection zones (breaches 
EPLSch. 4 20C 20F,G and FL 7.5b,c). In one deliberate case the Forestry Corporation had 
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consistently under marked the required 10m boundary of the protection zone by 5m for a 70m 
length of drainage line to enable a snig track to be constructed in a protection zone (contravenes 
EPLSch.4, 6, FL 7.1c). 

Around 340 metres of snig tracks were documented as being constructed within stream operational 
zones at 9 sites (breaches EPLSch. 4, 20 Q,R and FL 7.7c, 7.8b, 7.9b), evidence of a systematic 
problem. No attempt was made to rehabilitate these tracks (breaches FL7.9c).  

The EPA need to ascertain whether the dropping of trees into filter strips and roading within 
operational zones were documented in accordance with the EPLSch. 4 (19C and 20S). 

FAUNA CORRIDORS (Section 2.3) 

The Forestry Corporation have breached the requirements to exclude forestry activities from Ridge 
and Headwater Habitat corridors "as far as practicable"", by giving themselves permission to 
construct or reopen an unnecessary snig-track parallel to a road through the exclusion area 
(breaches TSL 5.8(l)). 

FAUNA (Section 3) 

In an act of wanton vandalism the Forestry Corporation recklessly caused significant damage to a 
Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree which is likely to result in its death (contravenes TSL 5.6 g(ii)) 
and did not retain and mark sufficient feed trees within 100m (contravenes TSL 6.17(g) (i) and (iv)). 

The Forestry Corporation are still refusing to thoroughly search for Koala scats ahead of forestry 
operations and are likely logging unrecognised Koala High Use Areas (breaches TSL 5.2.1 (a) (b) 
and 5.2.2. (a) (b)). 

HABITAT TREES (Section 4) 

NEFA documented 25 hollow-bearing trees (H) that had been damaged in the logging (breaches 
TSL 5.6 (h)(i)), 4 that had been logged (breaches TSL 5.6 (d)(i), (e), and 6.9 (d)), and excessive 
debris left around 6 trees (contravenes 5.6 (h)(ii)). By extrapolation, across the logged area over 
160 H trees (marked and unmarked) are likely to have been physically damaged by the logging so 
far, with excessive debris left around over 30 H trees. 

NEFA documented 26 marked recruitment (R) trees that had been damaged in the logging 
(breaches TSL 5.6 (h)(i)), with excessive debris left around 10 R trees (TSL 5.6 (h)(ii)). By 
extrapolation, across the logged area over 145 R trees are likely to have been damaged in the 
logging so far, with excessive debris left around 55 R trees. 

NEFA documented 32 marked recruitment (R) trees that failed to satisfy the selection criteria 
(breaches TSL 5.6 (a)(ii), and (e)(i),(iii),(iv)). Many more R trees were observed to be inappropriate 
selections. By extrapolation, across the logged area over 178 R trees are likely to have been 
inappropriately selected. 

FOREST HEALTH (Section 5) 

By removing overstorey, disturbing understories and creating bare ground, logging and roading are 
assisting the spread of lantana through these forests, which will both initiate and aggravate existing 
Bell Miner Associated Dieback, degrading ecosystems and further threatening the survival of plants 
and animals (breaches IFOA 2.7.1). Despite both lantana and BMAD being identified as 'Key 
Threatening Processes", both the Forestry Corporation and the EPA turn a blind eye.  
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1. A NATIONAL HOTSPOT 
The Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan (Department of Environment, Climate 
Change and Water NSW, 2010) covers this national hotspot and "constitutes the formal national 
recovery plan for those rainforest species which are endemic to the Hotspot region" and "identifies 
the actions to be taken to ensure the long-term viability of the threatened species and other 
biodiversity assets of the rainforest and related vegetation of the Border Ranges region". The Plan 
identifies the priority species and ecological communities addressed as including a variety of 
species recorded within the logging area: Wompoo Fruit-dove, Sooty Owl, and Lowland rainforest in 
the NSW North Coast and Sydney Basin bioregions. 

The Plan identifies most of that part of Sugarloaf SF just logged as both a Conserve Priority and 
Repair Priority: 

The Conserve Priorities and Precincts map (see Figure 10) identifies areas that, if lost, 
would have the greatest impact on the biodiversity of the Planning Area. These are generally 
areas of existing conservation value where the focus should be on retaining the values that 
currently exist through mechanisms appropriate to their current tenure. National parks are 
not included here as they are already conserved. The Repair Priorities and Precincts map 
(see Figure 11) identifies areas that, if restored, would contribute the greatest biodiversity 
gains to the Planning Area. Repair Priorities are generally poorly conserved or over-cleared 
vegetation communities and are not restricted by land tenure (Turbill & Steed 2006). Areas 
where clusters of Conserve or Repair Priorities occur have been delineated and mapped as 
‘Precincts’ 
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The Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan identifies a variety of key threatening 
processes (or legislative equivalents) that are relevant to the Planning Area, including some 
specifically relevant to the logging area: 

x Clearing of native vegetation 
x Eucalypt dieback associated with over-abundant psyllids and Bell Miners Manorina 

melanophrys 
x Loss of hollow-bearing trees 
x Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana Lantana camara 
x Predation by the European Red Fox Vulpes vulpes 
x Predation by the feral Cat Felis catus 
x Degradation of native riparian vegetation along watercourses 

The Plan then focuses on objectives and outcomes aimed at redressing the threats, noting:  
The objective of this Plan is to protect rainforest and related biodiversity and to provide a 
consistent and effective recovery program for species and communities of conservation 
concern. The recovery program will focus on improving the condition (connectivity and 
integrity) of rainforest and related vegetation communities and their component species and 
systems.  

Some of the relevant aims are: 
x Promote the rehabilitation and management of rainforest and related vegetation on public 

land through plans of management, pest strategies and restoration and rehabilitation plans. 
x Ensure that buffers are included in approvals for new developments or activities that occur in 

close proximity to rainforest or related vegetation. 
x Identify areas that contain high densities of hollow-bearing trees as areas of high 

conservation value in planning instruments and land management negotiations. 
x Ensure retention of existing hollow-bearing trees. Also encourage the protection of 

recruitment trees that will ensure hollow resources are available into the future. 
x Undertake staged removal and replacement of weeds with suitable native species that 

provide alternative resources and habitat for wildlife (e.g. food resources for frugivores). 
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x Identify sites for Lantana control based on priority areas and species identified in this Plan, 
the ‘Bell Miner Associated Dieback Strategy’ (Bell Miner Associated Dieback Working Group 
2004), and when available, the national Lantana management plan. 

x Develop guidelines for restoration of severe dieback-affected sites which may be 
implemented by land-holders and government agencies. 

x Continue mapping, surveying and assessing the extent of dieback within north-east NSW 
and south-east Queensland. 

1.1 Discussion 
The NSW Government appears to consider that they can ignore the joint State-Commonwealth 
Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan, which is a multi-species recovery plan, 
by: 

x not establishing buffers around rainforest and instead clearing along mapped boundaries 
and into unmapped rainforest, 

x failing to ensure adequate protection to hollow-bearing trees, 
x failing to select and protect suitable recruitment trees, 
x refusing to identify the extent of lantana infestation or undertake weed control, while creating 

significant disturbance which will spread lantana, and 
x ignoring the presence of Bell Miner Associated Dieback while facilitating its spread. 

It appears that the recovery plan is not worth the paper it is printed on. It is not mentioned in the 
Harvesting Plan and nothing is done specifically to implement its actions.  This was raised with the 
nearby Cherry Tree State Forest, though our concerns have been ignored. 

The area investigated is within an area mapped as a Conserve Priority and Repair Priority 
precinct under the multi-species recovery plan Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity 
Management Plan though this has been ignored in the planning for these logging operations, 
along with requirements relating to buffering rainforest, protecting hollow-bearing and 
recruitment trees, and identifying and rehabilitating areas affected by lantana invasion and 
Bell Miner Associated Dieback. 
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2. EXCLUSIONS 
Compartment 380 of Sugarloaf State Forest adjoins Mount Pikapene National Park. Within these 
compartments there are mapped exclusions for oldgrowth forest, rainforest, stream buffers, Ridge 
and Headwater Habitat, Owl Landscape Protection, Indicative Floodplain EEC, and Squirrel Glider. 
Together these total 233ha (36%) of the total area of 646 ha.  

 

The Forestry Corporation has a practice of bulldozing along the boundaries of many exclusion 
areas, which has the effect of creating hard boundaries to the most sensitive areas.  This removes 
the buffering function of adjoining forests and maximises the edge effect.   

Edges cause significant changes to the understorey microclimate in their vicinity of the edge, initiate 
significant long term changes to adjoining vegetation, cause significant changes to fauna well into 
adjoining vegetation, and in wetter vegetation increase the vulnerability of exclusion areas to fire.  
These effects are well documented, particularly for rainforest, and show that long-term impacts will 
extend well-beyond the direct disturbance into exclusion areas. 
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This is the reason that the Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan has as one of 
its aims: "Ensure that buffers are included in approvals for ... activities that occur in close proximity 
to rainforest or related vegetation".  

 
Example of the Forestry Corporation's deliberate creation of abrupt edge along the boundary of the 
Mount Pikapene National Park. 

 
Example of abrupt edge created along the boundary of mapped rainforest (4 pink bars), in this case 
Lowland Subtropical Rainforest 
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Example of abrupt edge, and exposed soil, created along boundary of stream buffer, contrary to 
requirements not to do so. 

As well as deliberately creating abrupt boundaries to sensitive exclusion areas, the Forestry 
Corporation often violate exclusion area boundaries by dropping trees into them or constructing 
roads through them. 

We assessed samples of rainforest, stream, Ridge and Headwater Habitat exclusion areas and 
buffers, and found widespread breaches. 

2.1. RAINFOREST 
These compartments adjoin the Mount Pikapene National Park, with its sub-tropical Dry Rainforests. 
These rainforests here occur on the Walloon Coal Measures from 180m to 420m and are a form of 
the Endangered Ecological Community 'Lowland Rainforest in the NSW North Coast and Sydney 
Basin Bioregions'. This issue is discussed more fully in NEFA's Cherry Tree audit. 

2.1.1. Requirements 
Lowland Rainforest in the NSW North Coast and Sydney Basin Bioregions is the name given to the 
ecological community of subtropical rainforest and some related, structurally complex forms of dry 
rainforest, associated with a range of high-nutrient geological substrates, notably basalts and fine-
grained sedimentary rocks, up to 600m.  
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Under "Authorisation" the Threatened Species Licence states:  
This licence does not authorise the carrying out of an activity that is likely to: 

1. Harm an endangered population or an endangered ecological community (as far 
as animals are concerned); 
2. Result in the picking of a plant that is part of an endangered population or 
endangered community; 
3. Damage critical habitat; or 
4. Damage to the habitat of an endangered population or endangered community. 

As the Threatened Species Licence does not authorise logging operations in EECs, the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 is the primary authority, and it is this Act that the Forestry Corporation 
have yet again directly contravened. 

2.1.2. Findings. 
Parts of the boundaries of two stands of mapped rainforests occurring within the logging area were 
investigated. In both areas trees had been felled into the mapped rainforest and there has been 
extensive disturbance to Lowland Subtropical rainforest both within and adjacent to the mapped 
rainforest. 

RAINFOREST 1 
Extensive disturbance to unmarked rainforest was associated with a snig track crossing of an 
unmapped drainage line, with a Steel Box in the filter strip felled into rainforest causing significant 
damage. Nearby a tree was felled into marked rainforest and another unmapped part of the stand 
trashed. 

 
Snig-track constructed through Lowland Subtropical Rainforest causing loss of numerous rainforest 
trees (0466511/6788860) (91). A Steelbox was felled from within the filter strip, and possibly within 
rainforest, into unmarked rainforest (extending outside mapped rainforest) (see also 2.2.2 filter 
strip). 
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LEFT Tree dropped across marked rainforest boundary (dated by forester) causing significant 
damage (0467185/6788964) (100). RIGHT Clearing of unmarked rainforest extending outside 
marked boundary (0467170/ 6788932) (103). This unnecessarily extensive clearing was done for 
access to trees on the other side (near person) 

 
The extensive disturbance and recent marking (after the event) made it hard to reconstruct the 
extent of the breach (0467188/6788980) (101). Admist the clearing is bark from a marked rainforest 
boundary tree (4 pink bars) indicating a significant incursion. 

RAINFOREST 2 
Trees were found to have been felled across the marked boundary of mapped rainforest at three 
locations in this small area, and Lowland Rainforest extending outside the marked boundary was 
logged and trashed. 
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Large Grey Gum felled across marked boundary (0467698/6788549) (168). The marked boundary is 
at the base of photo. 

 
LEFT Tree heads of a variety of species were felled across a marked rainforest boundary 
(0467698/6788549), the marked boundary can be seen on the shrub to the right. RIGHT A Brush 
Box was dropped across the marked boundary (0467692/6788597) (169), the boundary is marked on 
the left of the photo, and the Brush Box may have been required to be retained. 
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LEFT Damage to the rainforest extended outside the marked boundary. RIGHT Brush Box (70cm 
dbh) cut down near boundary of marked rainforest, boundary was deviated to skirt around the tree 
(0467697/6788504) (167).This Brush Box adjacent to the marked rainforest would have likely 
qualified as Lowland Subtropical Rainforest because Brush Box is identified by the Scientific 
Committee as a characteristic species, though not by the Forestry Corporation's standard Rainforest 
Protocol. 

2.1.3. Discussion 
The Harvesting Plan notes:  

6.9 Unmapped Rainforest • Unmapped rainforest is to be identified and marked for retention 
in accordance with Forest Practices Circular 2005/02. 

In a standard phrase, the Forestry Corporation's Harvesting Plan (6.10) identifies the EEC Lowland 
Rainforest as " potentially present" rather than identifying that it actually occurs,. The Opeational 
Plan also notes: 

"Endangered Ecological Community (EEC) 'Lowland Rainforest in the NSW North Coast and 
Sydney Basin Bioregions' is potentially present within these compartments outside the 
mapped rainforest extent. Areas of these forest communities should be identified as 
described in the FNSW EEC Identification Guide, and if present within the operation area, 
excluded from harvesting" 

Their pretence that the EEC Lowland Rainforest was "potentially present" is patently false, as it was 
unlikely not to be Lowland Rainforest, except where it has more than "scattered" eucalypt 
emergents. The Forestry Corporation's emphasis on rainforest identified in accordance with their 
Forest Practices Circular 2005/02 is a recipe for disaster as it fails to identify Lowland Rainforest in 
accordance with legal requirements. 
 
The large numbers of trees found felled into mapped rainforest here, and the destruction of 
rainforest outside mapped boundaries, displays a total recklessness by the Forestry Corporation for 
rainforest conservation. Their ongoing refusal to recognise the presence of the Endangered 
Ecological Community Lowland Rainforest in the Harvesting Plans, and their intentional practice of 
bulldozing along mapped boundaries show that the Forestry Corporation's long standing enmity to 
rainforest is ongoing. 
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Following complaints by the Clarence Environment Centre, in 2010 OEH issued Forests NSW a PIN 
and fine of $3,000 for logging 0.5 ha of the Lowland Rainforest EEC in Grange State Forest. 
Logging of Lowland Rainforest was raised by NEFA as a significant issue in Wedding Bells State 
Forest in 2011, though the EPA said that the disturbance was too great to determine where the 
boundary used to be. 

In 2013 NEFA found that the Forestry Corporation had constructed a road through the EEC 
Lowland Rainforest on private property at Whian Whian, after the EPA had overseen its remapping 
by OEH as non-rainforest. NEFA presented detailed evidence to the Minister for the Environment 
that the remapping was grossly erroneous but he did nothing, and the EPA refused to investigate 
themselves. 
 
In March 2015 NEFA reported the same forestry crew for roading and logging rainforest in the 
nearby Cherry Tree SF, after the EPA had first approved it (or at least raised no objections when 
informed). The same EPA crew who had overseen remapping and roading of the rainforest at 
Whian Whian investigated our complaint but they did not recognise it as the EEC Lowland 
Rainforest, so they allowed it to continue. It wasn't until later that year that a NEFA audit proved that 
extensive roading and logging was undertaken within the EEC Lowland Rainforest.  
 
As NEFA identified in the nearby Cherry Tree SF "The root cause of the problems found with 
rainforest management is the Forestry Corporation's ongoing belligerence towards protecting 
rainforest with Brush Box and eucalypt emergents, their contradictory definitions of rainforest, and 
an antagonistic attitude towards rainforest conservation. They only have themselves to blame for 
the breaches we have found". Nothing has improved since then, and over a year and a half later the 
EPA are still yet to respond to our complaints. 

The EPA are totally complicit in this ongoing problem of mis-identification and logging of the EEC 
Lowland Rainforest. It is unsurprising that it continues. 
 
Exclusion zones are identified as one of the EPA's (2016a) Specific Crown forestry environmental 
compliance priorities for 2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Protecting key exclusion zones in Coastal 
NSW – Mapped Rainforest, Rocky Outcrops and Threatened Species Exclusion Zones" the action 
proposed was "Assess compliance with exclusion zone requirements in the relevant IFOA" in 2015-
16 with the purpose being "Assess compliance with IFOA requirements for Mapped Rainforest, 
Rocky Outcrops, Riparian Protection Zones and Threatened Species Exclusion Zones" and the 
output "Publish compliance summary on EPA website". For the available EPA audit reports for the 
year 2014/15, in the UNE a total of 145m of rainforest boundaries were reported as inspected with 
no intrusions identified, though 40m of this was unlogged.  

An assessment by the EPA of a mere 105m of logged rainforest boundaries in their UNE proactive 
audits for 2014/15 is a pathetic joke, particularly given the widespread logging along rainforest 
boundaries being undertaken.  

For this audit we inspected some 210m of mapped rainforest boundary in an hour or so, twice what 
EPA were able to do in a year, and considered we had still not undertaken an adequate assessment 
of rainforest boundaries within this relatively small area, particularly given the large numbers of 
breaches we found.  

The problem here is more significant given that most of the rainforest is the EEC Lowland 
Subtropical Rainforest and the Forestry Corporation are continuing to pretend it doesn't exist and 
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not applying the required criteria to accurately identify its boundary, particularly where it extends 
outside mapped stands. 

NEFA's recent audits of Cherry Tree SF and Sugarloaf SF show that the Forestry Corporation are 
continuing to trash rainforest, in these cases Lowland Subtropical rainforest, and that the EPA are 
not redressing the problem. It is reprehensible that we have found the problem ongoing over a year 
and a half after we exposed it in the nearby Cherry Tree SF. 

In summary: 

The Forestry Corporation has once again failed to identify the presence of the Endangered 
Ecological Community 'Lowland Rainforest in the NSW North Coast and Sydney Basin 
Bioregions', and recklessly caused extensive damage to the margins of two stands in 
contravention of Clauses 118A and 118D of the NPW Act, while compounding impacts by 
creating distinct edges around the rainforest in contravention of the Border Ranges 
Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan.  

The frequency of boundary breaches along such a short boundary displays a reckless 
disregard for rainforest protection, and as such cannot be considered accidental. The 
reckless felling of trees into mapped rainforest are breaches of Threatened Species Licence 
5.4 (a) and (c). 
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2.2. STREAMS 
Streams have been mapped within this area using Lidar.  This produces more accurate mapping 
than the old 1:25,000 mapping, particularly in identifying numerous unmapped streams. Those 
streams approximating 1:25,000 mapped streams have been assigned by the Forestry Corporation 
to the corresponding mapped stream order for the purpose of delineating required buffers (note that 
the actual stream order is ignored in doing this, meaning that 2nd and 3rd order streams according 
to the new mapping will only be classed as 1st order if that approximates the 1:25,000 mapping).  

Based on applying the required buffers to the equivalent 3rd, 2nd and 1st order streams requires 
the protection of 55.4 hectares in Sugarloaf 380-2 from logging.  The Environment Protection 
Licence (EPL) is not required to be applied in this operation due to changes made in 2004 (meaning 
the EPL's legal protection for unmapped drainage lines is removed). The harvesting plan recognises 
"Class 1 Aquatic Habitat has been identified as occurring within these compartments", which 
triggers the requirement of the Fisheries Licence that unmapped drainage lines must be protected. 
This requires protection of an additional 29ha. With nothing to lose the Forestry Corporation require 
implementation of the EPL in their harvesting plan. 

It is worth recognising that (without considering overlapping exclusions of other kinds), there are 
36.4ha of buffers on "first" order streams, and 29ha of buffers on "unmapped" streams.  The EPAs 
intention in its IFOA "remake" is to halve the existing 10m buffers on these streams to just 5m.  In 
this case it would result in the loss of 32.7ha (39%) of riparian buffers. 
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A variety of breaches of stream exclusions were identified from our limited sample. Of most concern 
was the deliberate mis-marking of a stream buffer to allow construction of a snig track in a 
protection zone and the routine construction of snig tracks along operational zones. 

2.2.1. Requirements 
The Harvesting Plan identifies (2, 12 Legal Conditions) that "This operation is a non-scheduled 
operation under the Environment Protection Licence issued under section 55 of the Protection of the 
Environment Operations Act 1997. Roading and harvesting operations are not licenced. All EPL 
conditions will apply to harvesting and roading operations".  

The Plan also identifies (2, 12 Legal Conditions) that the logging must comply with the "Fisheries 
Licence issued under section 220ZW of the Fisheries Management Act 1994", and (10) "Class 1 
Aquatic Habitat has been identified as occurring within these compartments". 

Both the Environment Protection Licence (EPL) and Fisheries Licence (FL) require the protection of 
buffers along mapped and unmapped "drainage lines" (the buffer names change, but the intent 
remains the same). The buffers are comprised of three components: 

1. Filter Strips/Exclusion Zones: 5 metres along each side of all drainage lines from which 
logging and machinery is prohibited, except for the purposes of constructing a crossing (17, 
20, FL 7.4b,c,l,m). Trees must not be felled into them (18 FL 17e). Trees accidentally felled 
into them need to be documented (19C) and may only be removed under limited conditions 
(19, FL 17i.j). Seventy percent ground cover must be achieved on all disturbed soil surfaces 
in a filter strip within five days of the creation of the disturbance (19B). 

2. Protection Zones/Buffer Zones: 5-45 metres adjoining filter strips, with widths increasing in 
accordance with increasing stream orders. Logging is prohibited except when constructing a 
crossing (20C, FL 7.5b, c), machinery can operate within 5 metres of the boundary under 
limited circumstances using walkover techniques (20D,H FL 7.5h). Under the EPL roads, 
extraction track or snig tracks can only be constructed in connection with the construction or 
use of a crossing (20F,G), though the FL allows roads to be constructed for logging where it 
is not reasonably practical to construct it elsewhere (7.5l). Trees may be felled into them 
(20A, FL 7.5e). Seventy percent ground cover must be achieved on all disturbed soil 
surfaces in a protection zone within five days of the creation of the disturbance (20J). 

3. Operational Zones/Special Operational Zone: 10 metres along protection zones. Logging 
and machinery is allowed. Machinery must use walkover techniques except when 
constructing a snig track, extraction track or road (20Q) Snig tracks may only be constructed 
when constructing it adjacent would result in a sidecut or to access a crossing (20R) and its 
location must be documented (20S). The FL 7.7c allows roads only where it is not 
reasonably practicable to use another site or route. 

2.2.2. Findings 

FILTER STRIPS 
Both the EPL (Sch. 4, 18) and Fisheries Licence (7.4.e) specify that trees must not be felled into 
filter strips/ exclusion zones which apply for 5m each side of all drainage lines. In the case of 
accidents the EPL requires all instances to be recorded.  Four cases of trees being felled across 
protection/buffer zones and into filter strips/exclusion zones were identified. These are all breaches. 
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It is up to the EPA to determine whether these were accidental and whether they were properly 
reported. 

  
LEFT 3 trees knocked into filter strip, across junction of 2 creeks. note marked boundary to left 
(0466257/6789053) (52). RIGHT Tree head across drainage line (0466518/6789139) (60). 

 
LEFT tree felled across the junction of two streams then pulled out, damaging filter strips on all 
sides (0467262/6788922) (93). RIGHT Extensive debris from at least 3 species across filter strip (2 
bar) into stream bed Note boundary mark to right of photo (0467614/6788806) (156).  

There were two cases where trees were felled in filter strips. 
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LEFT: Stump within filter strip (0466490/6789273) (63), the stump was apparently within what used 
to be a filter strip of a stream that had been filled in during road construction during a previous 
logging.  The exclusion area was marked both up and down stream, though this section was 
unmarked, presumably on the grounds that a bank was no longer discernible - it was located 7 
metres away upstream. RIGHT: UDLX 76cm stump of Steel Box within filter strip. In constructing a 
crossing across an unmarked drainage line the Forestry Corporation cut down the tree 1.6m from 
the centre of stream, and a smaller tree was mortally damaged (0467219/6788980) (90). The tree 
may have been located within rainforest, and was dropped into rainforest causing significant 
damage.(see 2.1.2. Rainforest 1).  

PROTECTION ZONES 
Protection zones of variable width, depending on stream order, are required to be protected 
adjacent to filter strips.  The aim of these is to prohibit logging but to enable limited machine ingress, 
while tolerating trees being accidently felled into them. There were 4 cases identified where snig 
tracks were constructed in protection zones in contravention of the EPL 20C 20F,G and FL 7.5b,c. 

 A 
30m long Snig track was constructed within a protection zone parallel to drainage line, which was 
not associated with a crossing (0466571/6789305). For 40m before the point identified in this photo 
this sing track is constructed within the operational zone of this drainage line on the approach. The 
Forestry Corporation had consistently and intentionally under-marked the required 10m protection 
zone by 5m for a 70m length of drainage line. This was presumably to allow harvesting machinery 
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access, because a full 10m protection zone (as required by licence) would have closed this harvest 
machinery access off, and required a formal stream crossing instead. 
 
Three other breaches of Protection Zones were identified: 

x 10m of snig track enters protection zone, not relating to crossing (0466849/6789192) 
x snig track enters, and small tree pushed in, protection zone, not relating to crossing  

(0466963/6789148) 
x Snig track construction (3 meters long) and small tree (17cm DBH) pushed in protection 

zone. (2 lines marked at 5m only) (0466583/6789279). 

OPERATIONAL ZONES 
Ten metre operational zones are required to be established adjoining protection zones in order to 
limit disturbance to soils and the likelihood of polluted runoff into streams. They are all that remains 
of attempts to have 20m buffers applied to first order streams.  

 
LEFT Extraction track in operational zone, not relating to crossing (0466597/6789155)  RIGHT  42m 
long snig track construction within operational zone (not relating to crossing) (0467386/6788536)  

 
LEFT 125m of snig construction within operational zone (not relating to crossing), 
(0467414/6788665 through to 0467449/6788777) RIGHT 36m long snig track construction within 
operational zone (not relating to crossing) (0467392/6788483).  
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31m long snig track construction within operational zone (not relating to crossing) 
(0467537/6788693)  

 
10m of snig track construction within Operational Zone, not relating to crossing (0466959/6789189).  

Other breaches of Operational Zones were identified at: 
x Extraction track in operational zone not relating to crossing (0466593/6789221), and 
x 40m of snig track construction within Operational zone, not relating to crossing 

(0466849/6789192 to 0466963/6789148). 
 

A further 40m breach is identified under Protection Zones. 

OTHER EPL BREACHES 
A miter drain on Kelar road was found to not be working. (breaches EPL sch 5) (0466579/6789023).  

2.2.3. Discussion 
NEFA routinely find trees being dropped into stream buffers, machinery ingresses, and 
inappropriate tree removals. Eternal vigilance is required to minimise the numbers of such 
breaches. Though the authorities must take decisive action when major breaches are found, such 
as in this case where a stream buffer was deliberately under-marked to allow road construction 
within the buffer. 
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Of most ongoing concern in this operation is the Forestry Corporation's wilful disregard for 
requirements to minimise machinery disturbance in operational zones. This is another of those 
issues that have long been of concern to NEFA but that the regulatory authorities turn a blind eye 
to, thereby encouraging repeat crimes.  

In our limited sample we identified four cases of trees being felled across protection/buffer zones 
and into filter strips/exclusion zones. Both the EPL (Sch. 4, 18) and Fisheries Licence (7.4.e) specify 
that trees must not be felled into filter strips/ exclusion zones which apply for 5m each side of all 
drainage lines, though they allow for accidental causes. In one case the tree head was removed 
causing increased damage. It is up to the EPA to determine whether these were accidental, whether 
the removal of the tree head was legal and whether these instances were properly documented. 

There were 4 cases identified where snig tracks were constructed in protection zones in 
contravention of the EPL (20C 20F,G) and FL (7.5b,c). It was astounding that at one site the 
Forestry Corporation officer has consistently under marked the required 10m boundary of the 
protection zone by 5m for a 70m length of drainage line. This was presumably to allow harvesting 
machinery access, because application of the required 10m protection zone would not have allowed 
this route to be used for machinery access and necessitated an approved stream crossing to have 
been constructed elsewhere. This is a deliberate and intentional breach of the licence. 

NEFA's past complaints. dating back to 2009, about the Forestry Corporation's failure to adequately 
protect operational zones aimed at reducing soil disturbance around stream buffers have been 
routinely ignored by the EPA and Fisheries NSW.  These are vital requirements to reduce the 
likelihood of erosion resulting in the pollution of streams.  

We were disappointed to once again find systematic abuse of operational zones. Around 340 
metres of snig tracks were documented as being constructed within stream operational zones at 9 
sites in contravention of the EPL (20 Q,R) and mostly in contravention of the FL (7.7c, 7.8b, 7.9b). 
Further instances were also observed. Under the EPL snig tracks may only be constructed within 
operational zones when constructing it adjacent would result in a sidecut or to access a crossing 
(EPL 20 R), though these cases can not be justified under this exemption. The FL 7.7c allows roads 
only where it is not reasonably practicable to use another site or route. It is not considered that the 
construction of many of these snig-tracks can be justified on the grounds that there was no 
reasonable alternative.  

Two of the cases involved protection zones along drainage lines which were so close that snig-
tracks had to be squeezed between them in the operational zone. Contrary to the intent of the EPL 
there was no attempt to minimise disturbance when constructing these snig-tracks, and as they 
were not constructed to avoid adjacent sidecuts they are also intentional breaches of the EPL. The 
Forestry officer doing these mark-ups must have known that they were allowing a breach of licence. 

The root of the problem is that the Forestry Corporation routinely ignore the legal requirement to 
minimise machinery disturbance to operational zones because neither the EPA or Fisheries NSW 
bother to enforce it, and the Forestry Corporation would rather simply bulldoze along the boundaries 
of exclusion areas. 

It is also apparent (as shown in the above photos) that the Fisheries Licence (7.9c) requirement that 
any ground (including vegetation) disturbed must be reinstated has been ignored.  
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The EPL (19C)  requires that Forestry Corporation must document the location of, and date on, 
which trees are accidentally felled into filter strips and under EPL (20S) requires they must 
document the location of any snig track that has been constructed in an operational zone. The EPA 
needs to ascertain whether this was done for the breaches identified herein. 

In summary: 
Four cases were documented of trees being felled across protection/buffer zones and 
into filter strips/exclusion zones (contravenes EPLSch. 4, 18 and Fisheries Licence 
7.4.e) 

Four cases were identified where snig tracks were constructed in protection zones 
(breaches EPL 20C 20F,G and FL 7.5b,c). In one deliberate case the Forestry 
Corporation had consistently under marked the required 10m boundary of the 
protection zone by 5m for a 70m length of drainage line to enable a snig track to be 
constructed in a protection zone (contravenes EPL 6, FL 7.1c). 

Around 340 metres of snig tracks were documented as being constructed within 
stream operational zones at 9 sites in contravention of the EPL (20 Q,R) and mostly in 
contravention of the FL (7.7c, 7.8b, 7.9b). No attempt was made to rehabilitate these 
tracks (breaches FL7.9c).  

The EPA need to ascertain whether the dropping of trees into filter strips and roading 
within operational zones were documented in accordance with the EPL (19C and 20S). 
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2.3. RIDGE AND HEADWATER HABITAT 
Two crossings 10-20m apart were constructed through a marked Ridge and Headwater Habitat 
corridor. With the road present there can be no justification for constructing the snig track. The 
Harvesting Plan "6.8 IFOA Required Approval of Forestry Activities" identifies "use existing snig 
track to the west of Keembin Rd". 

The TSL 5.8 Location of Ridge and Headwater Habitat section l states "specified forestry 
activities other than road construction and road re-opening where there is no other practical means 
of access, are prohibited in these exclusion zones". There can be no justification for reopening a 
snig-track 10-20m from, and parallel to, a road using this as justification. 

 
LEFT: Road through Ridge and Headwater Habitat (0466551/6788889) (147). RIGHT Snig track 
through Ridge and Headwater habitat. (0466535/6788895) (146). 

The Forestry Corporation have breached the requirements to exclude forestry activities from 
Ridge and Headwater Habitat corridors as far as practicable by giving themselves 
permission to construct or reopen an unnecessary snig-track parallel to a road through the 
exclusion area (TSL 5.8(l)). 
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3. SPECIES 
The Harvesting Plan identifies the vulnerable  Little Lorikeet, Wompoo Fruit Dove, Powerful Owl, 
Masked Owl, Sooty Owl, Glossy Black-Cockatoo, Yellow-bellied Glider, Squirrel Glider, Koala and 
Little Bent-wing Bat as occurring in the area. 

These trigger requirements for a 8 hectare exclusion zone around the record of the Squirrel Glider, 
retention of Glossy Black-Cockatoo feed trees (one on harvesting plan), retention of Yellow-bellied 
Glider feed trees, and searches for Koala scats and High Use Areas, as well as retention of 10 
Koala primary browse trees per 2ha.  The combination of the Powerful Owl record with >1 Greater 
Glider per ha being found in compartment 380 triggered the requirement for the retention of 8 
hollow-bearing trees per ha, 

In addition to these, the Forestry Corporation has identified areas for protection as part of their 
regional owl exclusion areas. They also opted to retain 10 eucalypt feed trees per 2ha rather than 
surveying for Swift Parrot and Regent Honeyeater.  

No marking of trees specifically for Koalas feed trees or as eucalypt feed trees was observed. 

The Yellow-bellied Glider and Koala are considered further. 

3.1. YELLOW BELLIED GLIDER 

 
Example of well used Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree, with recent feed marks,  

In all of NEFA's audits this is the first time that NEFA have observed Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed 
trees that were marked as such by the Forestry Corporation, with 3 "V" marked trees found. In these 
cases they were hard to miss.  

Despite identifying these trees, the Forestry Corporation still managed to maximise damage to one 
by constructing a road on one side and a snig track on the other, and then bashing the butt of the 
tree to knock off half its bark.  The tree is unlikely to survive such brutal treatment for long. In this 
vicinity 3 of the 9 trees found to be marked as YBG feed trees were also damaged in the logging. 
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3.1.1. Requirements 
The TSL (5.2.1) requires that "an adequately trained person must conduct a thorough search for, 
record and appropriately mark" Yellow-bellied Glider sap feed trees. The TSL (5.6 g(ii))  requires 
that "All Yellow-bellied Glider and Squirrel Glider sap feed trees must be retained", though in 2013 
the EPA removed such trees from the requirement (5.6 h(i)) that "damage to trees ... must be 
minimised to the greatest extent practicable". 
 
There are still requirements (TSL 6.17) to retain 15 Yellow-bellied Glider feed trees within "a 100 
metres radius of each retained Yellow-bellied Glider sap feed tree, observation or den site record". 
The TSL (6.17(g)) states: 

i... Retained feed trees must have good crown development and should have minimal butt 
damage and should not be suppressed. Mature and late mature trees must be retained as 
feed trees where these are available. 
... 
iii. The feed trees retained in condition 6.17 (g) (i) and (ii) must be of the same species as 
the identified sap feed tree or identified den tree, or should be trees that shed their bark in 
long strips, eg. species from Blue, Flooded, Grey, Red and White Gum groups. 
iv. The feed trees retained in condition 6.17 (g) (i) and (ii) must be marked for retention. 

Similarly, there is no requirement to minimise damage to feed trees, though it should be assumed to 
be the intent. 

3.1.2. Findings 
Three Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed trees were observed and all were identified with a "V". Of 
these one had been carelessly, and probably mortally, damaged. Of the required 15 feed trees 
within 100m, 9 were located that had been marked as "YBG" feed trees, of these 3 had also been 
carelessly damaged by machinery. One of the marked trees was observed to be suppressed and 
one had debris around it. Four of the marked trees were >100m from the V-notch tree, 2 
significantly so. A variety of other surviving trees were found to have been damaged with the area. 

By the time of the assessment a number of Spotted Gum were observed to have shed their bark, 
along with evidence of tree marking, thereby precluding a complete assessment. 
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Marked "V", Yellow-bellied Glider sap feed 
tree (Spotted Gum Marked with "V" 37cm 
dbh), severe damage to base of tree due to 
being hit by machinery, note the extensive 
machinery disturbance around the base of the 
tree which will have caused extensive root 
damage as well as soil compaction 
(0466636/6789094) (12). 
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YBG Feedtree (No 6). Grey gum (60cm dbh), severe butt damage, numerous Koala scratches, no 
evidence of searching (0466621/6789093) (13).  

 
LEFT YBG 1 feed tree Grey Gum (40cm dbh), some butt damage (0466633/6789145) (136). RIGHT 
YBG 3 feed tree Grey Gum (45 cm dbh) butt damage, suppressed (0466615/6789121) (142). 
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Other marked YBG feed trees found in the vicinity were: 
x YBG2 Grey Gum (36cm dbh) (139)  
x YBG 5 Grey Gum (40cm dbh) (140). 
x YBG 12 Red Gum (60cm dbh) (33) 103m from V notch 
x YBG 13 Grey Gum (not measured) (22) 104m from V notch 
x YBG 11 Steel Box (not measured) (0466639/6789085) (24) 124m from V notch 
x   YBG (number unreadable) Grey Gum (41cm) debris (0466529/6789021) (25) 131m from V 

notch. 
 
There were also two smooth-barked R trees within the the area that were damaged in the logging 
operation (it is not known if these were counted as YBG feed trees): 

x R tree Grey Gum (33 cm dbh) canopy damage, debris (137) 
x R tree, Grey Gum (55cm dbh) severe canopy damage (144) 

A random assessment of the diameter of stumps in the vicinity of the sap-feed tree found:  
x Spotted Gum - cm dbh: 60, 60, 67, 57, 43, 43, 60, 58, 56, and 62. 
x Ironbark - cm dbh: 60. 
x Grey Gum - cm dbh: 55 and 63. 

There was significant damage to a variety of other potential current or future YBG feed trees within 
the area: 
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3.1.3 Discussion 
Since NEFA documented 11 Yellow-bellied Glider sap feed trees unmarked and unprotected in 
Yabbra State Forest in 2009 we have been trying to get the EPA to take their protection seriously. 
Following our complaint the EPA made no attempt to assess how many sap- feed trees had not 
been marked or whether any had been felled or damaged, though the EPA did issue "Forests NSW 
a penalty notice in regard to the failure to mark Yellow-bellied Glider Sap feed trees and feed trees”. 

The EPA refused our repeated requests to respond to complaints of two Yellow-bellied glider sap-
feed trees that went unidentified in logging at Doubleduke SF (ie Pugh 2010), despite being shown 
one of them on the ground and auditing the area. 

At Wedding Bells (Pugh 2011) the EPA did at least issue a warning to Forestry Corporation for not 
properly marking a Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree, damaging it by dropping trees on it and 
leaving debris around its base. This tree had not been identified and protected in the Mark Up 
Survey despite the Forestry Corporation’s own fauna surveyors identifying it by a “YBG” and arrow 
pointing to it sprayed onto a tree alongside the track.  The EPA (3 July 2012) responded: 

The EPA has determined that a yellow-bellied glider sap feed tree in Compartment 548 of 
Wedding Bells State Forest was not properly marked in the field and appears to have 
suffered some damage in the course of harvesting operations.  Debris greater than one 
metre high within five metres was also observed by EPA officers.  The EPA assessed that 
sufficient suitable trees had been retained within 100 metres of this feed tree but not all such 
trees were marked for retention. 

The EPA has issued Forests NSW with a written warning in respect to three breaches of the 
TSL.  The EPA will continue to monitor Forests NSW’ performance regarding marking and 
protection of yellow-bellied glider sap feed trees as one of its priorities when assessing the 
compliance of Forests NSW operations with the TSL. 
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This response by the EPA of making the “marking and protection of yellow-bellied glider sap feed 
trees as one of its priorities” was given just before NEFA reported the Forestry Corporation had cut 
down an unmistakable Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree in Royal Camp SF, and shown it to the 
EPA in company with an expert.  The EPA refused to investigate the breach, claiming they " could 
not determine beyond reasonable doubt whether the incisions had been made by a yellow 
bellied glider. As such no regulatory action was taken”.  Following our complaints the EPA finally 
accepted the expert evidence and admitted it was a breach, but still refused to do anything about it 
stating they “will monitor this aspect in future”. 

When NEFA complained about the Forestry Corporation's failure to protect sap-feed trees at Royal 
Camp SF the requirement was that " All Yellow-bellied Glider and Squirrel Glider sap feed trees 
must be retained"  and that damage of retained trees "must be minimised to the greatest extent 
practicable. During harvesting operations".  

After Royal Camp the EPA then implemented changes to the TSL in March 2013 that "Renumber 
condition 5.6 (f) and (g) as (g) and (h)" which had the effect of removing Yellow-bellied Glider sap-
feed trees from the requirements of the now clause 5.6 (h) "Protection of retained trees" 
requirement that damage of retained trees "must be minimised to the greatest extent practicable. 
During harvesting operations". This was done surreptitiously.  

So while there are still requirements to identify and mark Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed trees, the 
EPA have tried to hide their incompetence by removing the legal requirement to minimise damage 
to Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed trees.  

In this case it is considered that the damage to the marked V notch tree is so significant that the tree 
is likely to die and can not be considered to have been retained in accordance with TSL 5.6 g(ii). At 
least 4 of the trees retained as YBG feed trees were more than 100m from the V notch tree and do 
not satisfy the requirement to retain 15 feed trees within 100m, and at least 3 of the YBG feed trees 
retained within 100m suffered butt damage (with one also suppressed), so the Forestry Corporation 
has not satisfied the requirements of TSL 6.17(g) (i). 

In summary in an act of wanton vandalism the Forestry Corporation recklessly caused 
significant damage to a Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree which is likely to result in its 
death (contravenes TSL 5.6 g(ii)) and did not retain sufficient feed trees within 100m 
(contravenes TSL 6.17(g) (i) and (iv)). 

3.2. KOALA 
In preferred forest types where there is sufficient evidence of Koalas the Forestry Corporation is 
required to protect minimum feed trees and to thoroughly search for Koala scats ahead of logging in 
order to identify and protect Koala High Use Areas.  In 2012 NEFA found the Forestry Corporation 
logging Koala High Use Areas and established that they were not meeting their legal obligation to 
search for Koala scats ahead of logging. This audit found that nothing has changed as the Forestry 
Corporation continue to log without looking, while the EPA pretend to do something about it by 
undertaking useless audits. 
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3.2.1. Requirements 
In preferred forest types where there is sufficient evidence of Koalas the Forestry Corporation of 
NSW is required by their Threatened Species Licence (TSL) to protect minimum numbers of feed 
trees and to thoroughly search for Koala scats ahead of logging in order to identify and protect 
Koala High Use Areas.   

The Threatened Species Licence (5.2.2) requires that in compartments which contain preferred 
forest types, such as at Sugarloaf, marking-up must be conducted at least 300 metres in advance of 
harvesting operations, with primary browse trees inspected at ten metre intervals with thorough 
searches around the base of trees for Koala scats (faecal pellets).   

This is required to be done because if sufficient Koala scats are found it triggers the need for "star 
searches", and again if sufficient scats are found then "Koala High Use Areas" are identified and 
excluded from logging. This is the only mechanism for identifying and protecting Koala High Use 
Areas. Without thorough scat searches Koalas are denied even this token protection for a fraction of 
their home ranges. 

The Harvesting Plan (Table 2) identifies that there are 5 records of Koalas, stating  
"These compartments contain preferred forest types, marking-up must be conducted at least 
300m in advance of harvesting operations. In the event that a koala or scats (as noted in 
5.2.2(i)) are found , a koala star search will be conducted to determine koala use area/s". 

“The compartment is an intermediate use area. Ten primary browse trees must retained per 
two hectares where available. These trees must marked for retention”.   

This is as required by the Threatened Species Licence 6.14 (c)(ii) and is a legal obligation. Though 
confusingly the table "9.2 Applicable Tree Retention Conditions" has as a "Prescription" "Koala 
Intermittent (sic) Use Area" and as "TSL Conditions" "Nil". 

3.2.2. Findings 
During our audit we inspected hundreds of Grey Gums, most of which had the distinctive scratch 
marks made by Koalas. This indicates a significant Koala population inhabiting the area.  Thorough 
searching requires the disturbance of the bark and leaf litter around the base of trees to look for 
scats. We did not observe evidence of anybody thoroughly searching for Koala scats around the 
bases of any trees. 

Because of time constraints we were only able to systematically assess around one hectare (to the 
south-west of the Yellow-bellied Glider sap-feed tree) for evidence of scat searches. A 
comprehensive assessment was not able to be undertaken because of the extensive machinery 
disturbance and logging debris. Most of the Grey Gums (a favoured Koala feed tree with persistent 
bark) inspected had the distinctive scratches indicating Koala use. 

In those areas around the bases of trees inspected no evidence of prior searching for Koala scats 
was observed. Only a sample of trees were searched by us. We located one Grey Gum with 25 
scats qualifying as a Koala high use tree and one Tallowwood with fresh scats.  
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H tree, Grey Gum (90cm dbh), numerous Koala scratches (both pre and post tree marking), no 
evidence of searching, scats visible on surface, 25 scats found in brief search (0466574/6789003) 
(27). TOP Scratch marks on trunk. MIDDLE Before searching. BOTTOM After searching. 

 
Unmarked Tallowwood (40cm dbh) Not apparently searched for Koala scats, brief search found 2 
recent Koala scats, (0466638/6789085) (11) 
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3.2.3. Discussion 
In 2012 NEFA found that in Royal Camp State Forest the Forestry Corporation were not 
undertaking adequate Markup Surveys or Koala Markup Searches, were not thoroughly searching 
for Koala scats, and were not identifying and protecting Koala High Use Areas, as required by the 
TSL. At the time the Forestry Corporation were actively logging one Koala High Use Area and 
poised to log three more. NEFA forced them to stop. When logging was allowed to resume nearby 
another Koala High Use Area was logged. 

The EPA found that we were right that adequate scat searches were not being undertaken, and 
confirmed extensive logging and snig track construction within what should have been two Koala 
High Use Areas, issuing 3 Penalty Notices for offences within one of these. 

After our exposure of the problems at Royal Camp, in October-November 2012 the EPA 
audited Wang Wauk State Forest Compartment 116 and found that Koala scats were still not 
being adequately searched for, despite the presence of a Koala High Use Area. They found a tree 
had been logged within a marked Koala High Use Area, noting “Given the fact that high use koala 
activity has been discovered within the compartment it is significant importance that compartment 
mark up surveys are undertaken in compliance with the licence requirements to facilitate 
environmental features being located and accordingly protected. For example further koala high use 
areas”. The EPAs response was simply to require an action plan. 

In February 2013 the foresters responsible for the operation in Royal Camp told the EPA that they 
hadn’t changed the way they searched for Koala scats and would not. Since then we have 
consistently found in our audits that the Forestry Corporation are routinely failing to thoroughly 
search for Koalas elsewhere (i.e. Koreelah, Royal Camp (again), Whian Whian, Richmond Range, 
Cherry Tree, Sugarloaf).  

Regarding the Koala prescription the EPA (Remake of the Coastal Integrated Forestry Operations 
Approvals Discussion paper, 2014) state: 

This condition focuses on the process for searching for the presence of koalas and activity 
levels rather than the objective of the condition, which is to protect important and currently 
occupied koala habitat and retain preferred koala browse trees. The current condition is very 
time consuming to implement and searches under different trees or on different days can 
produce a different result. Conditions such as these are difficult to enforce due to 
complexities associated with establishing whether a search was done “thoroughly” or what 
number and size of scats the person doing the search observed. 

 
As a result of our Royal Camp complaints Koalas were made a compliance priority by the EPA. 
Koalas are identified as one of the EPA's Cross-tenure environmental compliance priorities for 
2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Protecting koalas and their habitat" the action proposed was "Assess 
compliance with Integrated Forestry Operations Approval (IFOA) and PNF Code requirements 
relating to protecting koalas and their habitat" in 2015-16, with the purpose being "Assess 
compliance and raise awareness of regulatory requirements around Koala protection", and the 
output "Publish compliance summary on EPA website". 

There are 5 EPA "proactive" audits available on-line for the Upper North East region, undertaken in 
2014-15 they all profess to consider Koalas, but only 3 made a token attempt to assess whether the 
Forestry Corporation is indeed "thoroughly" searching for Koala scats ahead of logging, and thus 
identifying Koala High Use Areas, as required by the TSL licence. None of these are mentioned in 
the EPA's compliance summary. 
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In the three token assessments a grand total of 21 trees were assessed, all of which were 
Tallowwood and had no evidence of searching, though the EPA do claim to have found one tree 
which may have been searched (though animals foraging around trees can create similar 
disturbance). Despite the only available evidence. limited as it was, being that the Forestry 
Corporation are not doing the required searches to identify Koala High Use Areas, the EPA's 
repeated comment is "not able to determine whether primary browse trees were inspected 
thoroughly in line with the TSL requirements". The EPA refuse to adequately audit or enforce this 
requirement. This is the limit of the EPA's willingness to enforce the requirement for Koala searches 
ahead of logging. 

Currently only about 14ha of Koala High Use areas are being identified across the NSW public 
forest estate each year, more by accident than design. We suspect that some of those now being 
identified are only identified to make it appear that Koala searches are being undertaken. Most 
Koala High Use Areas are blindly being logged because the Forestry Corporation refuse to 
undertake the necessary thorough searches to identify them, and the EPA refuse to make them. 

In Sugarloaf SF we found significant evidence of a large Koala population but did not observe any 
evidence that anyone had bothered thoroughly searching for Koala scats. In our sample area we 
located one Koala high use tree and another tree with Koala scats, indicating that Koala High Use 
Areas were likely to be present in the logging area. 

From our observations in Sugarloaf State Forest it is apparent that the Forestry Corporation 
are still refusing to thoroughly search for Koala scats ahead of forestry operations and are 
likely logging unrecognised Koala High Use Areas (breaches TSL 5.2.1 (a) (b) and 5.2.2. (a) 
(b)). 
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4. HABITAT TREES 
Retention of Hollow-bearing Trees and recruitment trees (to grow into the hollow-bearing trees of 
the future) are key requirements to mitigate logging impacts on an array of native animals in 
eucalypt forests (see nefa.org.au/old_trees). Collectively these are termed habitat trees. For 
decades NEFA have been battling to get improved protection for large hollow-bearing trees and the 
recruitments needed to sustain them, and the vital hollows they provide, into the future. Poor and 
inadequate selection and protection of habitat trees has always been a problem. NEFA has 
identified this as a problem in all our audits.   

In total an area of around 37ha of the net logging area was rapidly assessed, though coverage of 
this area was not comprehensive and it is likely that less than 80% of breaches within this area were 
recorded. It appears that around 165ha of the net logging area has so far been logged, meaning 
that we are likely to have sampled 23% of the area logged to date.  

 

The habitat tree assessment was based on identifying trees marked for retention as hollow-bearing 
trees (H) and recruitment trees (R) and assessing whether they satisfied the criteria for selection 
and whether they were damaged in the logging operation. Trees that should have been marked as 
H trees were also assessed where possible. Only non-compliant trees were documented, 

4.1. Requirements 
The Harvesting plan identifies that in compartment 380, because of the outcomes of surveys for 
Greater Gliders found ">1 GRGLI ha in cpt Ca_380",  that "8 hollow-bearing trees per hectare must 
be retained where Greater · Glider density is >1/ha. (Retained trees may include hollow-bearing 
trees retained under condition 5.6 a=non c=regrowth)". . Being in the 'regrowth zone', section 5.6 (d) 
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requires that only 10 hollow-bearing trees per 2 hectares (where available) need to be retained in 
the net logging area, and this still applies to compartment 381. 

Section 5.6 (e) of the TSL identifies that only one recruitment tree needs to be retained for each of 
the habitat trees required to be retained under 5.6 (d), which in this forest means that only up to 10 
recruitment trees per 2 ha are required for retention across the whole area. There are also 
requirements to mark and retain 10 primary Koala browse trees (of any size) per 2 hectares 

In lieu of surveys, for Swift Parrot and Regent Honeyeater the Harvesting Plan states: "Retain 10 
eucalypt feed trees (which may include habitat and recruitment feed tree species) within every 2ha 
of NLA. All trees where species were observed feeding must be retained". 

“Hollow-bearing tree” means a live tree in the net logging area where the base, trunk or limbs 
contain hollows, holes and cavities that have formed as a result of decay, injury or other damage. 
Such hollows may not be visible from the ground; but may be apparent from the presence of 
deformities such as burls, protuberances or broken limbs, or where it is apparent the head of the 
tree has been lost or broken off. 

Of particular relevance to this audit the Threatened Species Licence (TSL 5.6(d)) requires hollow-
bearing trees (H) selected must belong to a cohort of trees with the largest diameter (dbhob), have 
good crown development, have minimal butt damage, and be evenly scattered throughout the net 
logging area. 

“Recruitment tree” means a live tree of a mature or late mature growth stage within the net logging 
area that is not suppressed prior to harvesting and appears to have good potential for hollow 
development and long term survival. 

Of particular relevance, selected recruitment trees (R) are required (TSL 5.6 (e)) to belong to a 
cohort of trees with the largest dbhob, have good crown development, minimal butt damage, and be 
evenly scattered throughout the net logging area, 

Damage to retained habitat trees must (TSL 5.6 (h)) be minimised to the greatest extent practicable, 
by utilising techniques of directional felling, removing or flattening logging debris to a height of less 
than one metre, and minimising disturbance to ground and understorey, within a five metres radius 
of retained trees. 

The Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan includes as an aim: 
x Ensure retention of existing hollow-bearing trees. Also encourage the protection of 

recruitment trees that will ensure hollow resources are available into the future. 

4.2. Findings 
Most hollow-bearing trees (H) are being retained, though they are not always marked, and a 
significant number are still being felled. Once again we found that the Forestry Corporation rarely 
select the sound and healthy trees needed as recruitments (R), most are smaller or defective trees 
that are unlikely to develop into the large hollow-bearing trees needed to replace the remaining 
hollow-bearing trees as they die. Retention is also being rorted by the identification of hollow-
bearing trees as recruitment trees in order to reduce overall retention requirements.  

The poor selection of habitat trees is being compounded by the significant level of damage to trees 
identified for retention, with extensive damage to tree roots and butts caused by machinery, and 
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frequent damage to tree crowns and trunks caused by trees being felled onto them. The internal 
damage caused by hard hits is often more severe than what is visible. Even where the trees are not 
killed, such damage greatly increases the trees vulnerability to disease, termites, fires and wind-
throw, significantly reducing their lifespans. It was devastating to see magnificent tall ancient trees, 
many hundreds of years old, over a metre diameter and 40m tall, wantonly and recklessly damaged.  

The damage was not limited to habitat trees, with a large proportion of the trees which should have 
been retained as "growers" for the sawlogs of the future carelessly damaged, even if they survive 
they will never be any good for sawlogs and are unlikely to survive long enough to develop into 
large hollow-bearing trees. This is a disgrace. 

4.2.1. Hollow-bearing trees 
Within compartment 380 the requirement is to retain 8 hollow-bearing trees per hectare. This does 
not appear to have been achieved thoughout most of the areas inspected. In compartment 381 the 
requirement was only for 5 hollow-bearing trees per hectare.   

CANOPY DAMAGE 

 
H tree, Grey Gum (58cm) canopy knocked out (0466503/6789139) (59) 
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H tree Grey Gum (58cm) canopy damaged, debris (0466495/6789268) (62) 

 
H tree Stringybark (110cm) canopy damage, debris (0466505/6789327) (64) 
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H tree Spotted Gum (98cm dbh) main branch broken, butt damage (0466529/6788731) (153) 

 
LEFT H tree, canopy of Red Gum (75cm) knocked out (0466470/6789464) (44). RIGHT: H tree, 
Spotted Gum (80cm dbh), knocked over (many hollows) by large Iron bark felled over it, visible “H” 
markings removed (except from underneath) (0466445/6788971). 

H tree Stringybark (66cm) canopy knocked out, some trunk damage (NO PHOTO) (157) 
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BUTT AND TRUNK DAMAGE 

 
H tree Spotted Gum (130cm) 10m of trunk damage from felled tree and butt damage from 
machinery (0466696/6789478) (67) 

 
LEFT: H tree. Tallowwood (58cm dbh), no hollows, butt damage, spoil pushed up 
(0466659/6789077) (9) RIGHT: H Tree, red gum (60cm), small damage, YBG 12 (0466568/6789019) 
(33). 
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LEFT: H tree, Spotted Gum (120cm dbh), note the old and new butt damage, extensive machinery 
disturbance (0466605/6789499) (40). RIGHT H tree, Red Gum (40cm) butt damage, soil disturbance 
(0466359/6789203) (49) 

 
LEFT: H tree Grey Gum (62 cm) butt damage (0466405/6789118) (57) RIGHT: H tree, Grey Gum 
(90cm) with butt damage (0466737/6789475) (77) 
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LEFT: H tree, Grey Gum (100 cm) with butt damage and soil disturbance (0466970/6789064) (89). 
RIGHT. H tree Grey gum (80cm) butt damage (0467378/6788626) 

 
LEFT: H tree Grey Gum (127cm dbh) butt damage (0467550/6788565) (172) RIGHT: H tree Grey 
Gum (115cm dbh) butt damage (0467523/6788589) (173) 
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LEFT H tree Grey Gum (90cm) Damage to Butt (0466159/6788807). RIGHT H tree  Spotted gum 
(70cm) Damage to Butt (0466138/6788800). 

 

H tree Grey Gum (64cm dbh) butt damage, 
machinery disturbance, (0467583/6788775) 
(176) 
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POOR CHOICE 

       

H tree. Red Gum (70cm) old butt damage, no 
hollows (0466407/6789294) (47) 

DEBRIS 

 
(LEFT) H tree Ironbark (80cm) debris (0466509/6789368) (65) (RIGHT) H tree, Red Gum (100cm) 
debris (0466328/6789183). 

4.2.2. Other Hollow-bearing Trees 
Hollow-bearing tree retention was not quantified, though it was apparent from our inspection that 
retention rates were significantly less than the 8 hollow-bearing trees per hectare required in 
compartment 380 (with large areas with few hollow-bearing trees), and that retention of hollow-
bearing trees from the largest cohort was less in compartment 381 than the 5 per hectare required.  

We found that there were numerous hollow-bearing trees wrongly identified as R trees in order to 
reduce retention requirements, though of most concern was the failure to identify and mark hollow-
bearing trees in a variety of areas, and our finding that a number of hollow-bearing trees had been 
felled.  
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The damage from felling and the dense piles of debris made it extremely hard to search for hollows 
in the heads of felled trees, so this was only attempted in a few cases, and even then only 
superficial visual searches were able to be undertaken.  It would take a long-time and use of a 
chainsaw and/or machinery to thoroughly search just one head of an old tree for hollows. 

 
LEFT: Unmarked hollow-bearing Spotted Gum (100cm dbh),should be H, severe butt and trunk 
damage, debris (0466511/6789501) (42). RIGHT: Hollow-bearing Grey Gum (83cm stump) cut down 
(0467601/6788801) (97) in area requiring retention of 8 hollow-bearing trees per ha, despite it being 
evident that insufficient H trees had been retained. 

Three areas where huge old hollow-bearing trees were improperly marked, killed and damaged 
stand out. 

Case 1 
An area of 1.8 hectares in compartment 380 only had four marked H trees and 3 marked R trees, 
with numerous unmarked hollow-bearing trees. Even including the unmarked trees there appeared 
to be significantly less than the required 15 hollow-bearing trees within the area.  Many large trees 
were felled, including at least two hollow-bearing trees. Two large unmarked hollow-bearing trees 
were damaged, with one buried in debris. A marked H tree was damaged.  
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Despite it being apparent that all hollow-bearing trees needed to be retained two obvious hollow-
bearing Brush Box were cut down. The hollows in both these should have been readily apparent 
from the ground. ABOVE: A hollow-bearing Brush Box (110cm stump) found cut down had 
numerous hollows in its canopy (0466852/6789423) (81) 
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Hollow-bearing Brush Box (85cm stump) cut down (0466771/6789560) 74. This tree had an obvious 
hollow that would have been apparent from the ground. 

 

Unmarked hollow-bearing ironbark (88cm) with butt and canopy damage (0466782/6789395) 84 
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Unmarked hollow-bearing Grey Gum (115cm) had a tree felled on it, damaging a 20m length of 
trunk and leaving a pile of debris around its base (0466796/6789524) 76. 

As well as the unmarked hollow-bearing trees, there was one H tree damaged: 

 
H tree, Grey Gum (90cm) with butt damage (0466737/6789475) 77. 

There were only 3 marked R trees in the area, 2 of which had been damaged. and two of which 
were suppressed. Larger trees had been logged, with most of the potential R trees belonging to the 
largest cohort felled. 
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LEFT R tree Grey Gum (55 cm dbh) suppressed (0466852/6789420) (80)  RIGHT R tree Grey Gum 
(56cm dbh) broken branches and butt damage (0466809/6789369) (86), NO PHOTO R tree Blood 
wood (40cm dbh) damage to butt, suppressed (0466764/6789460) (J8). 

Case 2 
Another case also occurred in compartment 380 in an area where it was readily apparent that less 
than 8 hollow-bearing trees per hectare were retained.  For some inexplicable reason the forester 
marked an ancient hollow-bearing Spotted Gum with "Have a Go". The loggers then dropped it onto 
another ancient hollow-bearing Spotted Gum, this one clearly marked for retention with a H.  

The trunk of the H tree was damaged by the crown of the felled tree and a pile of debris left around 
its base (as has been observed elsewhere).  Rather than requiring a clean up the forester decided 
to cancel its status as a H tree by crossing out the H and spraying "replaced" on its trunk. The 
Forester had no right to do this as it was one of the largest trees in the stand, clearly had hollows 
and needed to be retained.  Then, to make matters worse, the forester went to an area clearly 
marked for exclusion and marked a new tree as a H tree that was clearly well within the exclusion 
area. 
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A large old hollow-bearing Spotted Gum (110cm dbh) was marked "Have A Go" despite all hollow-
bearing trees in the vicinity needing to be retained, so the loggers had a go (0467294/6788693) (97). 

 
The large old hollow-bearing Spotted Gum was felled onto an even larger old hollow-bearing 
Spotted Gum (120cm dbh) clearly marked with an "H" (0467303/6788660) (94). The logged tree was 
clearly hollow and not good for a sawlog so they left most of it where it fell. 
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The felled Spotted Gum had an obvious large trunk hollow, with a large chamber. This should have 
been visible from the ground. 

 
Significant damage was caused to the trunk of the marked H tree and debris left around it. Rather 
than cleaning up their mess and trying to save the H tree, the Forestry Corporation response was to 
cancel its identification as a H tree, claiming it was replaced.  
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In what can only be described as a completely cynical, and illegal, act the forester then apparently 
marked a nearby Spotted Gum well within the marked boundary of a filter strip as both the filter strip 
and H tree. This appears to be the replacement tree. It had apparently remained unmarked up till 
then as trees within exclusion areas are not allowed to count as H trees. (Note that the color 
intensity of the paint enables the relative timing of marking to be ascertained) 

Case 3 

  
At an "unmapped" stream crossing, within a filter strip, another unmarked ancient hollow-bearing 
Spotted Gum (97 cm dbh) was carelessly damaged by machinery (0467642/6788739) (161) 
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4.2.3. Recruitment Trees 
Within the area the requirement is to retain and mark one recruitment tree (R) for every hollow-
bearing tree, up to a minimum of five recruitment trees per hectare. 

CANOPY DAMAGE 

  
LEFT R tree, Grey Gum (55cm dbh) severe canopy damage (0466600/6789140) (144). RIGHT  R 
tree (50cm) damage to head (0466327/6788971). 

 
R tree Red Gum (50cm) crown damaged, inappropriate suppressed tree (0466265/6789081) (W115) 
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R Tree Red Gum (39cm) crown damage (0466247/6788977) (W116) 

 
R tree  Grey Gum (47cm) canopy damage, trunk knocked (0466475/6789143) (58) 
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R tree Grey Gum (33) canopy damage, debris (0466628/6789167) (137) 

 
LEFT R tree Grey Gum (38 cm) Damage to canopy and butt, not from largest cohort 
(0467537/6788693). RIGHT R tree Grey Gum (56cm) broken branches and butt damage 
(0466809/6789369) (86) 
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BUTT AND TRUNK DAMAGE 

 
LEFT R tree, Bloodwood (54cm) severe butt damage (0466586/6789495) (41). RIGHT R tree Brush 
Box (95cm) with butt damage (0467289/6788691) (98). 

 
R tree Red Gum (45cm) trunk damage (0466326/6789117) (51) RIGHT R tree Grey Gum (58cm) 
Damage to Butt 0467440/6788841. 
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R tree Grey Gum (60 cm dbh) severe butt damage, suppressed (0467637/6788517) (164) 

 

 
R tree Grey Gum (40cm dbh) extensive trunk and butt damage, debris (046729/6788807) (99) 
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R Tree Grey Gum (57 cm dbh) butt and trunk damage, has obvious hollows (0467611/6788750) 
(160) 

 
R tree Grey Gum (57cm dbh) extensive trunk damage (0467689/6788603) (170) 

 
R tree, Grey Gum (52cm dbh) butt damage, suppressed (0467479/6788482) (174) 
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LEFT R tree Grey Gum (47cm dbh) butt damage, suppressed (0467542/6788675) (175) RIGHT R 
Tree, Spotted Gum 35cm, damage to butt, debris (0467489/6788841) 

      
R tree. stringybark (55 cm dbh) Butt damage, debris, senescent crown, (0466648/6789080) (10) 
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LEFT R tree Grey Gum (50cm) damage to Butt, debris 0467452/6788870. RIGHT R Tree. Grey 
Gum (41 cm), debris, Koala scratches (0466529/6789021) (25) 

R tree Blood wood 40cm Damage to Butt. Suppressed 0466764/6789460. (NO PHOTO) (J8) 

POOR CHOICES 
HOLLOWS 

 
R tree Inappropriate Grey Gum (95cm dbh) with hollows marked as R tree, debris 
(0466315/6789027) (53). 
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R tree Inappropriate Red Gum (50cm dbh) with obvious hollows marked as R tree 
(0466507/6789169) (61) 

 
R tree Grey Gum (90cm) has hollows (0466733/6789218) (88) 
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R tree Grey Gum (95cm) has numerous hollows, should have been an H (0466793/6789325) (87) 

 
R Tree, Red Gum, obvious hollow, suppressed, 50cm (0466565/6788992) (26) 
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R tree Inappropriate Grey Gum (75cm) with hollows marked as R tree (0466503/6789500) (43). 
RIGHT R tree, Tallowwood (60cm) Hollows present 0466832/6789381. 

 
R tree Spotted Gum (73cm dbh) Obvious hollow bearing tree (0467667/6788665) (162) 
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R tree Spotted Gum (107 cm dbh) obvious hollow-bearing tree, debris (0467647/6788663) (163) 

SUPPRESSED 

 
R Tree, Bloodwood (40cm) suppressed, (0466591/6789018) (32) 
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R tree, Grey Gum (40cm), suppressed, debris (0466443/6789380) (46) 

 
R tree, Red Gum (46cm) pre-damaged base. suppressed growth (0466359/6789234) (48). 
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R tree Grey Gum (43cm) suppressed. debris (0466353/6789142) (50) 

 
LEFT R tree Stringybark(36cm dbh) old trunk damage, suppressed (0466367/6789083) (56) RIGHT 
R tree Tallowwood (60cm dbh) old trunk damage, suppressed, debris (0466667/ 6789207) (104) 
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R tree Stringybark (36cm) old trunk damage, suppressed (0466367/6789073) (55) 

 
LEFT R tree Grey Gum (55 cm) suppressed (0466852/6789420). RIGHT R tree 39cm bloodwood. 
Suppressed. Not from largest cohort (0466664/6789361). 
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LEFT R tree Grey Gum (48cm dbh) suppressed, minor trunk damage, extensive machinery damage 
to roots (467614/ 6788761) (159)  RIGHT R Tree, YBG 11, Steel Box, split trunk (0466541/6789017) 
(24) 

 
R Tree, Red Gum (34cm dbh), small, suppressed (0466573/6789066) (20) 
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R tree Grey Gum (50cm dbh) suppressed (0467605/6788518) (165) 

4.2.4. Other Trees 
There are numerous future sawlogs or potential habitat trees that have suffered wanton damage in 
the logging operation. Below are just some of the best up and coming trees of the future that have 
been destroyed. 
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4.3. Discussion 
Within the assessed area we identified 21 marked Hollow-bearing trees (H) that had been physically 
damaged by having trees dropped on them or being hit by machinery/logs. In three cases the H 
trees lost their entire crowns. Butt damage was primarily caused by being knocked by machinery or 
logs hauled by machinery, in such cases the internal damage can be far more severe than the 
external damage. Four H trees (2 damaged) had excessive debris left around them. Three H trees 
(two damaged) were clearly inappropriate choices due to having no hollows and/or being 
suppressed. It needs to be recognised that in drier parts of the stand many marked H trees were 
small stunted trees, far smaller that trees logged in more productive areas.  

In addition to this we found a variety of large hollow-bearing trees had not been marked for retention 
despite most being required to be protected by prescriptions (one was in an exclusion area, but 
damaged by use of an unmarked drainage line crossing). Of these we identified 4 that had been 
logged and 4 that had been physically damaged, with excessive debris left around two of them. 

Based on our sample, and assuming that we only identified 80% of breaches within the assessed 
area, it can be expected that across the logged area over 160 H trees (marked and unmarked) have 
been physically damaged by the logging so far, with excessive debris left around over 30 H trees.  

TOTALS OF HABITAT TREE DAMAGE AND SELECTION IN SUGARLOAF SF 
Type No Damage Poor Selection Logged 

Canopy Butt/ 
trunk 

Debris No 
Hollows 

Hollows Suppressed
/damaged 

H 25 6 17 4 2  1  
Unmarked H 8 1 4 2    4 
R 46 9 20 10  12 20  
TOTALS 79 16 41 16 35  

NOTE Categories are not additive as trees may be counted in more than one category 

Of the marked recruitment (R) trees, 26 were found to have been physically damaged by having 
trees dropped on them or being hit by machinery/logs. Ten R trees (3 damaged) had excessive 
debris left around them. A total of 32 R trees (11 damaged) were identified as inappropriate choices, 
12 because they had apparent hollows and should have been identified as H trees, with the 
remaining 20 being suppressed, or having pre-existing damage or being far too small.   

Based on our sample, and assuming that we only identified 80% of breaches within the assessed 
area, it can be expected that across the logged area over 145 R trees have been damaged in the 
logging, with excessive debris left around 55 R trees. Over 178 R trees are likely to have been 
inappropriately selected. 

This significantly under-represents the extent of poor selection of R trees, as most R trees observed 
were either too defective for sawlogs or not part of the largest cohort required for preferential 
selection. The failure to identify and protect appropriate R trees is a blatant, intentional and 
widespread rort because they want the most appropriate R trees for sawlogs. NEFA have found and 
reported this rort in all our audits since 2009, and the EPA (in their understated way) have identified 
this as one of the most widespread problems their routinely encounter, yet they continue to refuse to 
do anything meaningful to redress the problem.  
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Systematic assessments of soil disturbance around the base of retained trees was not undertaken, 
though incidental observations identified significant soil disturbance up to the bases of 7 trees.  This 
highlights what is a far more widespread problem. 

In November (a year ago) in the nearby Cherry Tree SF NEFA (2015) found that of the marked R 
trees, 63% were considered to be inappropriate selections due to pre-existing damage, being 
suppressed, or being too small.  This obviously continues to be the case as the EPA have yet to 
take any effective action to try to stop this rort.  

The practice of marking hollow-bearing trees as R trees is done deliberately to reduce the number 
of R trees required.  The requirement is to retain one R tree for each H tree, so marking H trees as 
R trees significantly reduces tree retention, i.e. if there are 10 H trees then 10 R trees require 
retention, though if half the H trees are marked as R trees then tree retention is halved. A variety of 
examples of this in Royal Camp State Forest were documented and shown to the EPA in 2012 but 
the EPA refused to investigate, later responding (Gifford 13-9-13), “when there are few hollow-
bearing trees present they should all be retained as habitat trees and other recruitment trees 
selected to be retained. The EPA agreed with your allegations in this matter and issued FCNSW 
with an official caution” and  “The EPA should have investigated the specific allegation of 
selection of recruitment trees”. 

Despite decades of supposed regulation, the ongoing decline in hollow-bearing trees is a common 
problem across south east Australia's public forests, in part because of the failure to retain adequate 
numbers of recruitment trees. For example Gibbons et. a. (2010, What strategies are effective for 
perpetuating structures provided by old trees in harvested forests? A case study on trees with 
hollows in south-eastern Australia) found: 

We predicted that, under existing practice, only 35–79% of the intended numbers of hollow-
bearing trees will be perpetuated. In a sensitivity analysis we found that 75% of the variation 
in predicted numbers of trees with hollows over multiple harvesting rotations could be 
explained by the number of recruitment trees retained for each hollow-bearing tree, the rate 
of mortality among retained trees, the length of the harvesting rotation and the rate at which 
trees developed hollows. Our results indicated that trees with hollows can only be 
SHUSHWXDWHG�LQ�KDUYHVWHG�VWDQGV�RYHU�PXOWLSOH�KDUYHVWLQJ�URWDWLRQV�LI����UHFUXLWPHQW�WUHHV�DUH�
retained for each hollow-bearing tree and measures are employed to minimise mortality 
among all retained trees. 

 
This is reflected in McLean et. al. (Forest Ecology and Management 341 (2015) 37-44) conclusions 
for the Dorrigo area that: 

Logging intensity was negatively correlated with tree diameter at breast height (DBH), and 
the density of both hollow-bearing trees and hollows. Losses of hollow-bearing trees and 
hollows occurred through an interaction between logging intensity and fire frequency, 
resulting in an absence of recruitment of hollow trees. ... We recommend additional hollow 
recruitment trees be retained on logged sites in the future if no net losses of hollows are to 
occur in the future, or for wider unlogged buffers to be established adjacent to the cutting 
area. 

 
Based on our assessment of the nearby Cherry Tree State Forest, NEFA (2015) concluded: 

x In the order of 2,000 (44%) of the habitat trees required to be protected were logged, in 
contravention of TSL 5.6 (d)(i), (e), and 6.9 (d). 
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x There have been over 1,600 breaches of habitat tree selection and retention requirements 
for trees that were retained across the logging area, in contravention of TSL 5.6 (a) (i), (ii), 
(d)(ii), (e) (i), (iii), (iv), and (h) (i), (ii). 

x Of the marked H trees, 10% were considered inappropriate selections due to their small 
size, suppression and lack of hollows, in contravention of TSL 5.6 (a) (i), and (d)(ii). 

x Of the marked R trees, 63% were considered to be inappropriate selections due to pre-
existing damage, being suppressed, or being too small, in contravention of TSL 5.6 (a)(ii), 
and (e)(i),(iii),(iv). 

x Of the marked habitat (H&R)  trees, 22% were physically damaged in the logging operation, 
with some 520 habitat trees likely to have suffered significant physical damage, in 
contravention of TSL 5.6 (h)(i), and 

x Of the marked habitat (H&R)  trees, 38% had debris left around them, with some 680 habitat 
trees likely to have had debris left around them, in contravention of 5.6 (h)(ii). 

There is a remarkable consistency between our findings from Cherry Tree and Sugarloaf State 
Forests as in both areas we recorded a logging damage (to butt, trunk and canopy) rate of 1.5 
habitat trees per hectare (with half these H trees and half R trees). At Cherry Tree SF there was 
debris left around three times more habitat trees. 
 
From the 6 proactive audits the EPA undertook in Lower North East NSW in 1014/15 the EPA 
requested "that FCNSW implement voluntary actions to improve their environmental performance" 
in relation to: 

x Inadequate selection of recruitment trees when compared to trees being harvested, 
x Inadequate hollow-bearing and recruitment trees ... Tree crowns were damaged or there 

was excessive debris accumulated around the base of the retained trees, 

In the five proactive audits the EPA undertook in Upper North East NSW in 1014/15 some 35 H 
trees were assessed with at least one required to be retained considered to have been logged and 
one with debris. In logged areas 35 R trees were assessed with at least one required to be retained 
considered to have been logged, with 5 inappropriate, 4 damaged, and one with debris. For three of 
the areas the EPA required that the Forestry Corporation prepare yet more "Action Plans" for 
retention of H and R trees. 

Though the EPA's identification of "a common trend that appropriate recruitment trees were not 
retained" is undoubtedly the biggest and most obvious problem that we have identified in all our 
audits.  With few exceptions, the Forestry Corporation simply refuse to retain the large healthy 
mature trees essential to provide the hollow-bearing trees of the future.  

Our audit of Sugarloaf SF confirms, yet again, that the Forestry Corporation refuse to retain and 
nurture the hollow-bearing and recruitment trees essential for our numerous hollow-dependent 
species, and the EPA's token ""Action Plans" are ineffectual, but they just don't care. How many 
"Action Plans" have the EPA so far required for habitat tree retention and why have they not taken 
meaningful action to redress this ongoing vandalism? 

Given the widespread damage to hollow-bearing trees and that the numbers of recruitment trees 
being retained are obviously inadequate, the Forestry Corporation's failure to retain even one R tree 
for each H tree, their deliberate selection of inappropriate trees, and the extensive damage they 
impose on them, will have major consequences for the future of hollow-dependent fauna. It is not 
acceptable for the EPA to continue to take such a feeble and obviously ineffective approach to this 
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problem. It is also reprehensible that a large proportion of smaller trees, that are the future sawlogs 
or potential habitat trees, have suffered wanton damage in the logging operation. 

In summary: 
NEFA documented 25 hollow-bearing trees that had been damaged in the logging 
(breaches TSL 5.6 (h)(i)), 4 that had been logged (breaches TSL 5.6 (d)(i), (e), and 6.9 
(d)), with excessive debris left around 6 trees (contravenes 5.6 (h)(ii)). By 
extrapolation, across the logged area over 160 H trees (marked and unmarked) are 
likely to have been physically damaged by the logging so far, with excessive debris 
left around over 30 H trees. 

NEFA documented 26 marked recruitment (R) trees that had been damaged in the 
logging (breaches TSL 5.6 (h)(i)), with excessive debris left around 10 R trees (TSL 5.6 
(h)(ii)). By extrapolation, across the logged area over 145 R trees are likely to have 
been damaged in the logging so far, with excessive debris left around 55 R trees. 

NEFA documented 32 marked recruitment (R) trees that failed to satisfy the selection 
criteria (breaches TSL 5.6 (a)(ii), and (e)(i),(iii),(iv)). Many more R trees were observed 
to be inappropriate selections. By extrapolation, across the logged area well over 178 
R trees are likely to have been inappropriately selected. 

5. WEED INVASION AND DIEBACK 
There is sufficient evidence to prove a causative link between logging operations and the two Key 
Threatening Processes of 'establishment and spread of Lantana' and 'dieback associated with over-
abundant psyllids and Bell Miners’. Both these processes are operating within Sugarloaf SF and will 
be aggravated by the logging operations that have been undertaken with total disregard for the 
consequences. 

The NSW Scientific Committee’s (2008) final determination for listing ‘Forest eucalypt dieback 
associated with over-abundant psyllids and Bell Miners’ as a Key Threatening Process notes that 

Broad-scale canopy dieback associated with psyllids and Bell Miners usually occurs in 
disturbed landscapes, and involves interactions between habitat fragmentation, logging, 
nutrient enrichment, altered fire regimes and weed-invasion (Wardell-Johnson et al. 2006). 
... Over-abundant psyllid populations and Bell Miner colonies tend to be initiated in sites with 
high soil moisture and suitable tree species where tree canopy cover has been reduced by 
35 – 65 % and which contain a dense understorey, often of Lantana camara. 

It is evident that factors affecting BMAD include disturbance, logging, reduction of tree canopy by 
35-65% and dense understories, particularly of lantana.  Logging is clearly one of the factors 
involved. This has also been the conclusion of Christine Stone who researched this issue for the 
Forestry Corporation for years. 

The NSW Scientific Committee has also listed the 'Invasion, establishment and spread of Lantana 
(Lantana camara L. sens. lat)' as a  Key Threatening Process, noting “There is a strong correlation 
between Lantana establishment and disturbance ..., with critical factors being disturbance-mediated 
increases in light and available soil nutrients”. The 2006 literature review prepared for the BMAD 
Working Group "Bell Miner Associated Dieback (BMAD) Independent Scientific Literature Review", 
(DEC Occasional Paper 2006/116), concludes (p. iv) "the proliferation of dominant understorey 
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weeds, such as Lantana (Lantana camara), in the north-eastern region of NSW has largely been 
attributed to the disturbance caused by logging and associated activities". 

Bell Miner Associated Dieback (BMAD) is a major threat to the ecological sustainability of vast tracts 
of NSW’s forests.  There are over a hundred thousand hectares of NSWs coastal forests affected by 
BMAD from Queensland to Victoria, and it is rapidly expanding as logging creates new habitat. Two 
and a half million hectares of NSW’s forests have been identified as susceptible to BMAD. This is 
ecosystem collapse on a grand scale. 

The IFOA (2.7.1) requires that in carrying our forestry operations “SFNSW must give effect to the 
principles of ecologically sustainable forest management as set out in Chapter 3 of the document 
entitled, “ESFM Group Technical Framework”. These include "maintain or increase" "The productive 
capacity and sustainability of forest ecosystems" and "Forest ecosystem health and vitality". 
Spreading and aggravating both lantana and BMAD clearly contravenes the IFOA. 

The Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan (Department of Environment, Climate 
Change and Water NSW, 2010) is a State/Commonwealth multi-species recovery plan which 
identifies most of this area as a 'repair priority', giving actions as: 

x Undertake staged removal and replacement of weeds with suitable native species that 
provide alternative resources and habitat for wildlife (e.g. food resources for frugivores). 

x Identify sites for Lantana control based on priority areas and species identified in this Plan, 
the ‘Bell Miner Associated Dieback Strategy’ (Bell Miner Associated Dieback Working Group 
2004), and when available, the national Lantana management plan. 

x Develop guidelines for restoration of severe dieback-affected sites which may be 
implemented by land-holders and government agencies. 

x Continue mapping, surveying and assessing the extent of dieback within north-east NSW 
and south-east Queensland. 

The Harvesting plan identifies that  
Parts of the operational area are heavily infested with Lantana. Machinery operators are to 
conduct inspections and clean machinery if required when moved from weeded to non-
weeded areas. 

There has been no attempt to identify lantana's extent and no consideration of rehabilitating affected 
areas. Many areas were identified, particularly in wetter gullies, where lantana has smothered 
regeneration, thereby reducing the productive capacity of the forest. There can be no doubt that the 
machinery disturbance of soils, and the opening of the canopy, will significantly favour lantana at the 
expense of native plants. Further degradation of the productive capacity of the forest is assured, 
though neither the Forestry Corporation or the EPA care. 
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One of the many areas taken over by lantana as a result of past logging. 

Bell Miner Associated Dieback was found to be widespread at higher elevations within the 
compartments, with numerous dead trees. Bell Miners were common in lantana infested forests at 
higher elevations within the logging area assessed, extending down some streams, though 
significant dieback was not apparent (note that the recent wet weather has caused a flush of growth 
that can mask underlying problems).  

The Harvesting Plan fails to recognise the presence of BMAD within the compartments and makes 
no attempt to delineate currently affected areas.  

Forest health, and specifically Bell Miner Associated Dieback, is identified as one of the EPA's 
compliance priorities for 2014–15 and 2015-16 though the only action they propose is to tell the 
Forestry Corporation and defunct BMAD Working Group. In keeping with past years, in 2014-15 the 
EPA failed to identify any BMAD affected areas to either the Forestry Corporation or the BMAD 
Working Group.  This is despite their investigating an area in Cherry Tree State Forest in March 
2015 where we had complained about BMAD. As the saying goes "There are none so blind as 
those who will not see". 

By removing overstorey, disturbing understories and creating bare ground, logging and 
roading are assisting the spread of lantana through these forests, which will both initiate and 
aggravate existing Bell Miner Associated Dieback, degrading ecosystems and further 
threatening the survival of plants and animals (breaches IFOA 2.7.1). Despite both these 
being identified as 'Key Threatening Processes" both the Forestry Corporation and the EPA 
turn a blind eye. 
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6. CULTURAL HERITAGE 
An Aboriginal artefact, a stone scraper, was located in a heavily disturbed area.  

 
Above photos of stone scraper artefact (0467386/6788536).  

7. COMPLIANCE PERFORMANCE CONTEXT 
The EPA (2016a) Private Native Forestry and Crown Forestry Environmental Compliance Priorities 
2015–16 identifies 5 EPA compliance priorities of relevance to this audit: 

Hollow-bearing and recruitment trees are identified as one of the EPA's (2016a) Cross-
tenure environmental compliance priorities for 2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Identification, 
retention and protection of adequate and appropriate trees for maintenance and 
replacement of arboreal tree hollow habitat", the action proposed was "Assess compliance 
with the current hollow-bearing and recruitment tree retention requirements" in 2015-16 with 
the purpose being "Assess compliance and raise awareness regulatory requirements around 
hollow-bearing and recruitment tree identification, retention and protection requirements" 
and the output "Publish compliance summary on EPA website". 

Koalas are identified as one of the EPA's Cross-tenure environmental compliance priorities 
for 2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Protecting koalas and their habitat" the action proposed was 
"Assess compliance with Integrated Forestry Operations Approval (IFOA) and PNF Code 
requirements relating to protecting koalas and their habitat" in 2015-16 with the purpose 
being " Assess compliance and raise awareness of regulatory requirements around Koala 
protection", and the output "Publish compliance summary on EPA website". 

Streams and drainage features are identified as one of the EPA's  Cross-tenure 
environmental compliance priorities for 2015-16 and as a PNF priority for 2014–15. For (EPA 
2016a) "Protecting vegetation adjoining streams and drainage features to maintain water 
quality and riparian habitat", the action proposed was "Assess compliance with protections 
relating to exclusion zones and buffers for streams and drainage features" in 2015-16 with 
the purpose being "Assess compliance and raise awareness around regulatory requirements 
for stream and drainage feature protection" and the output "Publish compliance summary on 
EPA website". 

Exclusion zones are identified as one of the EPA's (2016a) Specific Crown forestry 
environmental compliance priorities for 2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Protecting key exclusion 
zones in Coastal NSW – Mapped Rainforest, Rocky Outcrops and Threatened Species 
Exclusion Zones" the action proposed was "Assess compliance with exclusion zone 
requirements in the relevant IFOA" in 2015-16 with the purpose being "Assess compliance 
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with IFOA requirements for Mapped Rainforest, Rocky Outcrops, Riparian Protection Zones 
and Threatened Species Exclusion Zones" and the output "Publish compliance summary on 
EPA website". 

Forest health is identified as one of the EPA's (2016a) Specific Crown forestry 
environmental compliance priorities for 2014–15 and 2015-16. For "Consideration of Bell 
Miner Associated Dieback (BMAD) in the regulatory framework" the action proposed was 
"Observe BMAD during compliance activities ". the purpose "Improve the knowledge base 
on the occurrence of BMAD in forests"  and the output "Make any observations of BMAD 
occurrence available to FCNSW and report any findings in audit reports. A summary of 
BMAD observations will form a part of the next annual compliance priority report. A copy of 
the annual summary will be provided to the BMAD Working Group". 

The EPA only provide results on their website in a report for 2014/15 in which the EPA (2016, 
Private Native Forestry and Crown Forestry Environmental Compliance Priorities 2014–15 Actions 
taken in 2014–15) only report on outcomes of their "proactive" audits, identifying 5 audits covering 
habitat trees and Koalas and 2 covering Exclusion zones in the Upper North East with no mention of 
any issues identified and no further investigation.  

In the Lower North East there were six proactive audits covering habitat trees, 4 Koalas and 6 
exclusion zones, with the EPA requesting "that FCNSW implement voluntary actions to improve 
their environmental performance" in relation to: 

x Inadequate selection of recruitment trees when compared to trees being harvested, 
x Inadequate hollow-bearing and recruitment trees ... Tree crowns were damaged or there 

was excessive debris accumulated around the base of the retained trees, 
x Inadequately protecting a number of landscape exclusion zones (including stream, rainforest 

and high conservation value old growth exclusion zones), and 
x Inadequate field boundary marking of rainforest, high conservation value old growth and 

stream exclusion zones. 

Investigations in the Lower North East resulted in:  
x Penalty Notice issued in December 2014 for failing to do compartment mark-up searches 

least 300m ahead of timber harvesting operations in Giro SF – this was after previous 
warnings being issued to the contractor and onsite FCNSW staff. (Note that this was not 
located on the EPA website) 

x Official caution issued in December 2014 for failure to  undertake compartment mark-up 
searches in advance of timber harvesting operations in in Giro and Bowman SFs and for 
undertaking harvesting within areas not subject to compartment mark-up searches. 

x Official caution issued in June 2015 for failing to correctly mark the boundary of a koala high 
use area exclusion zone in Bulahdelah SF. The investigation found that no trees were 
removed from within the koala high use area exclusion zone.  

x The FCNSW harvest operational map was incorrectly aligned with the official IFOA data 
layers and this highlighted an operational risk. 

The EPA (2016b) also state that there are ongoing investigations into "Koala habitat identification 
(searches and mark-up)" in Broken Bago SF and "Mark up and protection of exclusion zones, 
including rainforest, high conservation old growth" in Enfield and Kippara SFs. 
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The EPA (2016b) note "No new BMAD observations were passed on to FCNSW or the BMAD 
Working Group in 2014–15". 

There are 5 EPA audit reports available online for the Upper North East (which is less than the 7 
EPA claim to have carried out in 2014-15, and there are none for 2015-16): 

Ellis SF, 25 March 2015, of the issues here it covered Habitat trees, rainforest, Koalas and 
riparian: 

x Across two areas totalling 2.3ha the EPA assessed pre and post logging assessments, 
finding 16 H trees and 17 R trees (for which no details are provided). The EPA concluded 
that adequate numbers of H and R trees were retained, with no logging damage found, 
though they did not assess whether R trees were compliant with selection requirements 
(5.6e). 

x For Koalas "The EPA assessed Within the two hectare area of operation up to 300 metres in 
front of active harvesting operations EPA officers inspected 6 primary browse trees for 
disturbance and scats. No koala scats were found. EPA officers observed that leaf litter and 
debris had potentially been displaced under one unmarked tallowwood, however were not 
able to determine whether any other individual trees had been inspected thoroughly as per 
the TSL requirements". Though for 8 waypoints "300m ahead of forestry operations" it is 
recorded "tallowwood, not marked, no evidence of scat search, no scats observed".  

x The EPA assessed 150m of stream boundary and observed no breaches, though they found 
the required buffer of an unmapped drainage line had not been marked for 15m and had 
been logged (4 trees) and had machinery enter it.  

x Of the 75m of rainforest boundary assessed the EPA observed no breaches.  

Wild Cattle Creek State Forest, 13 April 2015, of the issues here it covered Habitat trees, 
Koalas, rainforest: 

x The EPA sampled one hectare of harvested forest and "recorded two (2) marked hollow-
bearing trees", finding a stump of a 130cm diameter tree and 2 80cm diameter trees, leading 
them to state "The EPA considers this tree was likely hollow-bearing at the time it was 
harvested considering the context of other hollow bearing resources recorded in the 
assessed area. For example 80cm+ hollow bearing trees recorded by the EPA consisted of 
hollows".  Strangely, despite only identifying 2 retained H trees the EPA state "Average 
retention of hollow bearing trees was considered 4H/ha, below the minimum 5H/ha 
required".  The EPA also observed four marked H trees in an unlogged area of 0.96ha but 
did not bother to identify whether other trees should have been selected.  Despite finding 
that a hollow-bearing tree had been felled, and thus was presumably unmarked, in relation to 
the requirement that hollow-bearing trees "must be marked for retention", the EPA found 
"FCNSW complied with this condition in the assessed area".  

x Within the logged 1 ha area "The EPA observed and recorded four (4) marked recruitment 
trees and two (2) candidate recruitment trees". One of the marked R trees was considered 
suppressed. The same tree was identified as having its crown damaged in the logging in one 
table, though this is subsequently deleted in a subsequent table and the EPA state "No 
damage was observed against any marked hollow bearing or recruitment trees". In the 
unlogged 0.96ha area the EPA observed only "two marked R trees" but did not record it as a 
breach because it hadn't yet been logged. One of these marked R trees was considered too 
small (with larger ones nearby) though was not recorded as a breach because the EPA did 
not assess the stand. Despite finding that inadequate R trees had been marked in the 
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unlogged area, in relation to the requirement that recruitment trees "must be marked for 
retention", the EPA found "FCNSW complied with this condition in the assessed area". 

x For Koalas "EPA officers inspected the base of marked and unmarked primary, secondary 
and incidental browse trees for evidence of compartment mark-up searches for koala. No 
koala scats were located. EPA officers observed that leaf litter and ground debris had not 
been disturbed.  EPA officers were not able to determine if individual trees was inspected 
thoroughly as per the TSL requirements".  The waypoints identify 11 trees  as "Tallowwood 
tree marked with ring, no evidence of searching, no scats" 

x The EPA assessed one 40 m section of rainforest exclusion zone boundary before logging 
and found it marked. 

x The EPA observed an unmapped drainage feature and found it marked, with no intrusions.  

For these breaches in Wild Cattle Creek SF the EPA required: 
Hollow bearing tree retention  
An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure hollow-bearing trees are 
retained in the landscape.  

Hollow bearing tree selection  
An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure hollow-bearing trees are 
retained belonging to a cohort of trees with the largest dbhob.  

Recruitment tree selection  
An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure that recruitment trees are 
selected having as many of the characteristics listed in TSL condition 5.6e and consistent 
the requirements of the R tree definition.  

Orara East State Forest, 14 April 2015, of the issues here it covered Habitat trees, Koalas, 
riparian: 

x The EPA assessed one hectare of net logging area for habitat trees post logging, finding 4H 
trees retained, though as none had apparently been logged this was not recorded as a 
breach. They also assessed 0.36 hectare area ahead of current harvesting operations and 
recorded 5 H trees. 

x Within the logged 1 ha area the EPA identify "three (3) marked recruitment trees within the 
area assessed. No candidate recruitment trees were observed within this area". Apparently 
only two were identified by the EPA, with the third later being added in response to Forestry 
Corporation submission. This was found to be non-compliant.  Of the two trees they 
assessed "The EPA determined that one recruitment tree (50cm DBHOB) was not selected 
from a cohort of tree with the largest dbhob". Also of the 2 trees "The EPA recorded one 
recruitment with some damage to the trunk with the removal of up to three metres of bark on 
one side of the tree". 

x For Koala searches the EPA note "Within the assessed area EPA officers inspected two 
primary browse trees (tallowwoods) for disturbance and scats. These two trees were the 
only primary browse trees located within the area assessed. No koala scats were found at 
the base of the tree when searched by EPA officers. EPA officers were not able to determine 
whether primary browse trees were inspected thoroughly in line with the TSL requirements". 
For the 2 waypoints it is stated "Tallowwood, no evidence of search, no scats" 

x The EPA assessed 90 metres of riparian boundary and found no breaches. 

For these breaches in Orara East SF the EPA required: 
R tree retention  
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An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure that recruitment trees are 
retained across the compartment having as many of the characteristics listed in TSL 
condition 5.6e and consistent with the requirements of the R tree definition.  

R tree retention  
An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure that recruitment trees are 
retained across the compartment having as many of the characteristics listed in TSL 
condition 5.6c ii and consistent with the requirements of the R tree definition.  

H & R Protection  
An action plan must be developed and implemented that ensures retained trees are 
protected from forestry operations.  

Marara State Forest, 13 May 2015, of the issues here it covered Habitat trees, Koalas, 
rainforest.  

x The EPA assessed 5x0.2ha plots (1ha) pre and post logging and concluded that adequate 
numbers of H and R trees were retained, though their data do not make sense as they 
identify 7 marked H trees prior to logging and only 5 after logging, while simultaneously 
claiming they sampled 12 H trees in a 2ha area. EPA identify that 8 marked R trees (and one 
unmarked) were found, finding that at least 5 met selection criteria, noting "Not all trees 
where considered to have good crown development. Three trees showed an early mature 
growth stage. No trees were suppressed", though later "two recruitment trees selected did 
not show the best crown development". The EPA state "Officers didn’t observe any 
instances of butt damage to retained trees", yet their table for R trees identifies one marked 
R tree with both crown and butt damage - a subsequent table removes the crown damage 
record and reclassifies the butt damage as "slight" despite the photo showing it to be 
significant.  One table identifies one marked R tree with Logging Debris >1m within 5m, yet 
another table and comments remove this record, and a photo shows some debris >1m 
around a different R tree. 

x The EPA also state "The EPA recorded 3 marked H & R trees on marked exclusion zone 
boundaries. The EPA does not consider exclusion zones are part of the net logging area as 
these trees will be retained within the exclusion zone. Hollow-bearing and recruitment trees 
must not be marked on exclusion zone boundaries". The Forestry Corporation responded 
"FCNSW disagrees with the EPA’s position that retained trees must not be marked on 
exclusion zone boundaries. FCNSW requests the EPA’s position is reconsidered", to which 
the EPA responded "Retained trees must be marked within the net logging area. The ‘net 
logging area’ (as defined in the TSL) does not include R&HW exclusion zones or HCVOG 
forest. The mapped exclusion zone boundary is part of this exclusion zone. In this case the 
mark-up represented the mapped boundary and therefore fell into the exclusion zone".  

x The EPA assessed that pre-logging mark-up had been done, but regarding Koala searches 
commented "EPA officers were not able to determine if individual trees had been inspected 
for evidence of Koala activity as per the TSL requirements. As such 5.2.2b) was not 
determined".  

x The EPA assessed 30m of rainforest exclusion boundary and found no incursions. 

Moogem State Forest, 14 May 2015, of the issues here it covered Habitat trees, Koalas, 
rainforest, riparian. 
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x 8 hollow-bearing trees per hectare were required for retention. The EPA assessed 5x0.2ha 
plots (1ha) post logging and concluded that 8 H and R trees were retained.  One of the H 
trees had logging debris >1m high left around it. 

x 5 R trees were required to be retained and marked for retention. The EPA found that 
"FCNSW retained 3 marked trees and 2 candidate (unmarked trees)", the EPA called this 
compliant and did not care that 2 of the trees had not been marked as legally required. In 
relation to condition  5.6(h) which requires that trees required to be retained "must be 
marked for retention" the EPA pretend "EPA found that FCNSW complied with this condition 
in the area assessed". Though the EPA found that "at least" two of the 3 marked R trees 
"were not selected based on the characteristics required by this condition" (being too small) 
and that they were "not evenly scattered across the area assessed". The EPA found that 
"four of the five trees assessed" "did not comply with this condition". In one table the EPA 
identify one marked R tree as having debris >1m left around it and butt damage, but in a 
subsequent table the identified butt damage mysteriously disappears. 

x The EPA also note "The EPA recorded four marked H & R trees on marked exclusion zone 
boundaries. The EPA does not consider exclusion zones are part of the net logging area as 
these trees will be retained within the exclusion zone. Hollow-bearing and recruitment trees 
must not be marked on exclusion zone boundaries".  

x Regarding Koala mark-up searches " EPA officers were not able to determine if individual 
trees had been inspected for evidence of Koala activity as per the TSL requirements, as 
such 5.2.2b) was not determined".  

x The EPA assessed 170 metres of riparian boundary of a 1st order stream and found it 
compliant. They noted that a tree had been felled into the filter strip of an unmapped 
drainage line, and accepted the Forestry  Corporation's claim that it was accidental, though 
still identified it as a breach because the FC had not complied with "Condition 19C requires 
documentation of the location and date on which the tree was accidently felled into the filter 
strip".  

For Moogem SF the EPA required "action Plans" for these breaches: 

Recruitment tree selection  

An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure that recruitment trees are 
retained across the compartment having as many of the characteristics listed in TSL 
condition 5.6c ii and consistent the requirements of the R tree definition.  

Protection of retained trees  

An action plan must be developed to ensure retained trees are protected as required by this 
condition.  

Unmapped drainage line protection  

An action plan must be developed and implemented to ensure that drainage feature 
protection measures are being correctly implemented in the field and systems are in place to 
ensure accidently felled trees are documented in all instances.  

In summary, in relation to the issues identified in our Sugarloaf audit, the 5 proactive audits 
undertaken by the EPA in the upper north-east assessed: 

1. For habitat trees 3.6ha both before and after logging, 3ha after logging, and 1.32ha for 
habitat trees in unlogged areas. In logged areas the data is inconsistent, some 35 H trees 
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were assessed with at least one required considered to have been logged and one with 
debris. In logged areas 35 R trees were assessed with at least one required considered to 
have been logged, with 5 inappropriate, 4 damaged, and one with debris. 

2. For Koalas the data is inconsistent, it appears that in the three areas where attempts were 
made to assess whether searches were undertaken for Koala scats a total of 21 trees were 
assessed, all of which were Tallowwood and had no evidence of searching, though the EPA 
do claim to have found one tree which potentially may have been searched (though animals 
foraging around trees can create similar disturbance). 

3. For riparian boundaries it seems a grand total of 410m was inspected with no problems 
identified, though of 3 unmapped streams 2 were unmarked, with one logged and another 
with a tree dropped into it. 

4. For rainforest boundaries a total of 145m was apparently inspected with no intrusions 
identified, though 40m of this was unlogged. 

This is an extremely poor sample for a year's worth of auditing, and far less than our assessment 
over 2 days in Sugarloaf alone. The EPA's samples are too small to derive any meaningful results, 
as it is only a miniscule sample of all the operations undertaken, and it may be that in those areas 
assessed pre and post logging (over half the sample) that the operators were aware they were 
under scrutiny (the EPA are silent on this). There are a variety of evident problems with the EPA 
misrepresenting and changing their data to reduce impacts even within their published reports, let 
alone changes made before publication.   

Though, if taken in conjunction with results in other regions and over many years, it confirms that 
the selection, marking, and retention of recruitment (R) trees is one of the most consistent and 
frequent breaches that occurs.  The scant evidence is also that the Forestry Corporation do not 
bother to thoroughly search for Koala scats ahead of logging, and that the EPA don't care. 
Intrusions into unmapped streams would also appear to be a frequent problem.  

The EPA do not bother to provide any data from their reactive audits, which mostly result from our 
complaints. 

For years the EPA's sole response to most breaches has been requirements for "action plans", 
which appear to be useless as the breaches continue. The repeated requests for action plans for 
similar breaches year after year is a sick joke.  It is also evident from their comments that the 
Forestry Corporation are in continual denial that there are any problems. They never admit their 
mistakes or express any remorse, the EPA know that the Forestry Corporation are unrepentant yet 
refuse to escalate regulatory action to force compliance. 
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